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SESSION ONE
Thursday 11 November 2010
starting at 10.30am
ISLAMIC COINS

4

7

1
Arab-Sasanian, Yazdgerd III type, drachm, SK (Sijistan) 20ye, 2.21g (Walker 3-10; SICA I, 353-357); Khusraw II type, drachm,
BYŠ (Bishapur) 50h, 3.02g (Walker 33-34; SICA I, 133-137); `Abd Allah b. `Amir, drachm, DA (Darabjird) 43h, 3.88g (Walker 74; SICA
I, 237), the first chipped, fine, the other two very fine (3)
£150-200
2
Arab-Sasanian, `Abd Allah b. `Amir (c. 41-45h), drachm, DP (Fasa) 43h, 3.13g (Walker 70 [mint-name read as DR]); `Abd Allah
b. al-Zubayr (60-73h), drachms (2), DA+G (Jahrum) 54ye, 3.94g (SICA I, 264) and DA+RA (Darabjird) 60ye, 4.10g (Walker p.35,
47); `Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad, drachm, BCRA (Basra) 56h, with countermarks of winged animal and facing crowned bust, 3.88g (SICA
I, 49 for undertype; countermarks 3 and 58); `Ubayd Allah b. Abi Bakra (fl. 79-80h), drachms (2), SK (Sijistan) 80h, varieties with
£300-400
and without pellet below b of bismillah, 3.90, 4.00g (cf SICA I, 370), very fine or better (6)
First ex CNG auction 76, lot 1722; second ex Baldwin’s Islamic Coin Auction 9, lot 3186; fourth ex Triton IX, 10 January 2006, lot 1792.

3
Arab-Sasanian, `Ubayd Allah b. Ziyad (55-64h), fulus (2), both ART (Ardashir Khurra), date (65h?) unclear, 0.72g, 0.51g (Gyselen
1); Khalid b. `Abbad, fals, BYŠ (Bishapur), 0.78g (Gyselen 3); together with other fulus (8), two facing bust type, fair to fine, the first
three rare (11)
£200-300
4
*Arab-Sasanian, `Abd Allah b. Khazim (c. 62-72h), drachm, ANBYR (Anbir?) 68h, 3.79g (Walker 247ff), a slightly soft striking,
good very fine
£500-800
5
Arab-Sasanian, `Abd al-Malik b. ‘Abd Allah (66-67h), drachm, BYŠ (Bishapur) 67h, 3.00g (Walker -; SICA I, 155); `Ubayd Allah
b. Abi Bakra, drachms (2), SK (Sijistan) 79h, 80h, 4.00, 4.05g (SICA I, 369, 370); `Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad, drachm, SK
(Sijistan), 80h? (date clearly engraved but blundered), obv., uncertain word or symbol in first quadrant, 4.01g, the first slightly clipped,
otherwise very fine or better (4)
£400-500
6
Arab-Sasanian, `Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad (fl. 80-83h), drachm, SK (Sijistan) 82h, 3.62g (Mochiri 406), good fine/fine
£80-100
7
*Arab-Sasanian, `Amr b. Laqit (fl. 83h), drachm, KRMAN-NAR (Narmashir) 83h, 4.10g (Walker -; SICA -; SCC 189), good very fine,
very rare
£300-400
Ex Baldwin’s Islamic List 10, September 2005, no. 38.

8

9

10
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17

8
*Arab-Byzantine, fals, Jerash, obv., two seated figures, mintname in Greek to right, rev., large M, 9.38g (Walker p.44, G.1 var.;
£300-400
Goodwin p.39, 34 var.; Album 98), countermarked ‘tayyib’ on obverse, very fine and very rare
9
*Arab-Byzantine, fals, Jerash, similar to the last, 10.50g, countermarked ‘tayyib’ on obverse, fine and very rare

£200-250

10
*Arab-Byzantine, half-fals, Baysan, obv., two standing figures, rev., large K, mintname in Arabic to right, 3.19g (Goodwin p.39, 33
var.; Album 99 RRR), good fine, very rare
£200-300
11
Arab-Byzantine, fals, Dimashq, obv., seated figure (Album 100); fulus (2), Dimashq, obv., standing figure (Album 101); fulus (2),
Tabariya, obv., three standing figures (Walker 43; Album 107), fine to good very fine, the first rare, one with flan crack (5) £250-350
12
*Arab-Byzantine, fals, `Amman, obv., two seated figures, rev. large M, hadha duriba `amman around, 4.40g (Goodwin p.38, 27 var.),
about very fine, extremely rare
£300-400
13
Arab-Byzantine, fals, standing caliph type, Jibrin (Album 112), about very fine, rare; together with other fulus (3), fair to very fine (4)
£150-200
14
Arab-Byzantine, fulus (32), all Hims (Album 103, 110); together with other assorted fulus (11), various types and mints, and Byzantine
£300-400
folles (2), fair to very fine (45)
15
Arab-Byzantine, assorted fulus (154), various types and mints, mostly fair to fine, a few better (154)

£400-500

16
Tabaristan, Khurshid (123-143h), posthumous hemidrachm, TPWRSTAN (Tabaristan) PYE 111, 1.78g (Malek 48; Album 53);
Harashi (166h), hemidrachm, TPWRSTAN (Tabaristan) PYE 131, 1.83g (Malek 91; Album 61), the first fine and rare, the second very
fine and very rare (2)
£250-300
17
*Tabaristan, Harashi (166h), hemidrachm, TPWRSTAN (Tabaristan) PYE 131, 1.73g (Malek 91; Album 61), good very fine, very rare
£200-300
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Post-Reform Umayyad Coinage
18
*Dinar, 78h, 4.26g (Walker 187), light graffiti, good very fine

£200-300

19
*Dinar, 86h, 4.25g (Walker 197), good very fine

£200-250

20
*Dinar, 89h, 4.25g (Walker 200), good very fine

£200-250

21
*Dinar, 91h, 4.29g (Walker 202), good very fine

£200-250

22
*Dinar, 91h, 4.27g (Walker 202), good very fine

£200-250

23
*Dinar, 95h, 4.25g (Walker 209), very fine

£180-220

24
*Dinar, 103h, 4.24g (Walker 220), minor graffiti, otherwise very fine

£150-200

25
*Dinar, 110h, 4.25g (Walker 230), very fine

£180-220

26
*Dinar, 114h, 4.25g (Walker 234), very fine

£200-250

27
*Dinar, 117h, 4.25g (Walker 237), very fine

£200-250

28
*Third-dinar, 100h, 1.42g (Walker 217), very fine

£200-250

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

39

29
*Dirham, Arminiya 100h, ra omitted from mintname which consequently reads aminiya, 2.27g (Klat 54 var.), slightly clipped, other£200-300
wise very fine, rare
30
*Dirham, Ifriqiya 120h, 1.68g (Klat 107), heavily clipped, otherwise about very fine and extremely rare, only two examples of this
date recorded by Klat
£700-1,000
31
*Dirham, Ifriqiya 143h, of standard Umayyad type with Surat al-Ikhlas on reverse, 2.36g (Lowick 270), has been cleaned with granular surfaces, edge filed and some deposit remaining on edge, otherwise very fine, very rare
£2,500-3,000
32
*Dirham, al-Andalus 104h, 2.87g (Klat 117), very fine, rare

£500-700

33
*Dirham, al-Andalus 110h, 2.91g (Klat 123), about extremely fine, scarce

£400-500

34
*Dirham, Shaqq al-Taymara 83h, 2.85g (Klat 205.b), good very fine, very rare

£600-800

35
*Dirham, Junday Sabur 81h, 2.58g (Klat 236), very fine, rare

£150-200

36
*Dirham, Junday Sabur 92h, 2.71g (Klat 240), about extremely fine, rare

£150-200

37
Dirhams (3): Junday Sabur 93h, 94h, 98h, very fine or better, the last rare (3)

£200-250

38
Dirhams (5): Jayy 80h, 90h, 94h, 95h, 97h, fine to good very fine, the last two scarce (5)

£250-300

39
*Dirham, Harran 88h, 1.93g (Klat 276), broken with portion of flan missing, cleaned, minor graffiti, otherwise very fine, very rare
£1,000-1,200

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

40
*Dirham, Dabil 85h, 2.79g (Klat 286), cleaned, some deposit on reverse, otherwise good very fine and rare

£700-1,000

41
*Dirham, Darabjird 80h, 2.50g (Klat 289), light scratches on obverse, fine and rare

£600-800

42
*Dirham, Surraq 97h, 2.68g (Klat 471), flan crack, otherwise good very fine, rare

£150-200

43
*Dirham, Surraq 98h, 2.48g (Klat 472), very fine, scarce

£200-250

44
*Dirham, Suq al-Ahwaz 80h, 2.05g (Klat 484), clipped, fine and rare

£120-150

45
*Dirham, Tabaristan 102h, 1.88g (Klat 496.b), evenly clipped, about very fine, rare

£500-700

46
*Dirham, Marw 83h, 2.79g (Klat 585.d), cleaned, otherwise good very fine, rare

£600-800

47
*Dirham, ‘Wasit’ 96h, a North African imitation, rev., star above and crescent below legend, 2.65g (Klat -), creased and straightened,
£100-120
good fine and scarce
48
Dirhams (3): Arminiya 96h, al-Kufa 82h, 102h, the first clipped otherwise very fine, the second good fine with some obverse double-striking, the third good very fine with light surface deposits (3)
£200-250
49
Dirhams (5): Dimashq 80h (2), Sijistan 93h, 94h, 97h, fine to very fine, the last damaged in centre of reverse (5)

£150-200

50
Dirhams (2): Dimashq 112h, Manadhir 90h, the first cracked, harshly cleaned, otherwise very fine, rare, the second cleaned, very
£150-200
fine and scarce (2)

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

51
*Fals, Barda`a, undated, 3.80g (cf Walker 746 [Arminiya] for type), minor deposit otherwise good very fine; of the highest rarity,
£800-1,000
believed to be an unpublished mint for Umayyad copper coinage
52
*Fals, al-Basra 101h, citing the governor `Adi b. Arta, 2.45g (cf Walker p.236, J.8 [dated 100h] for type), very fine and extremely
£300-400
rare
53
*Fals, Dabil, undated, 2.80g (Walker p.247, *; Album 198 RRR), very fine and extremely rare

£400-500

54
*Fals, Dar`at, undated, two stars below obverse legend, 2.92g (SNAT IVa, 236; Album 173), edge split, otherwise good very fine,
£300-400
very rare
55
*Fals, Dar`at, undated, two stars below obverse legend, 2.48g (SNAT IVa, 236; Album 173), about very fine, very rare

£200-250

56
*Fals, Dimashq 87h, with the name of the caliph al-Walid I, 3.39g (Walker p.253, B.48; Goussous 395), fine, rare

£100-120

57
*Fals, al-Kufa 102h, 2.90g (Walker p.279, B.56; Album 203), fine, very rare

£200-250

58
Fulus (16): Istakhr, undated (Miles Persepolis 180-184); Jurjan 110h (2), struck in lead, citing al-Walid b. `Abd Allah; Jurjan
121h (2), 130h; no mint or date (5); mint unclear (5); together with a contemporary imitation (1), mostly fine, the first six rare
(17)
£200-300
59
Fulus (11): al-Andalus, undated (Walker 752); Halab, undated (Walker -); Hims, undated, citing the governor Marwan b. Bashir
(Walker 804); Hims 116h (Walker 807); Hims, undated (Goussous 421); Dimashq, undated (Walker 828); Tabariya (2), undated (Walker 892); no mint, ‘7’ (Goussous 582-583); no mint or date (Walker 712); another, mint and date unclear, fine to very fine,
some scarce or rare (11)
£200-300
60
Fulus (7), all undated, of: Iliya (Walker p.235, P.124); Bayt Jabrin (Walker 781); Halab (Walker 794); Tabariya (Walker p.267,
£200-250
P.137); Tabariya (Walker p.270, ANS.42); `Akka (Walker 904); Filastin (Walker 911), fine to very fine, some rare (7)
61
Fulus (2): Iliya, nd, 3.37g (Walker p.235, P.124); al-Ruha 116h, 2.63g (Walker p.260, P.133); with Abbasid fulus (2), Ghazza 217h
£150-200
and al-Ramla 21[7]h, 3.07, 2.01g (Shamma p.132, 2, p.127, 7), good fine to good very fine, all scarce or rare (4)

67

69

68

70

72

71

74

62
Fulus (6): Baysan, undated, star after mintname (Walker p.240, Bel.4 var.), about very fine, rare; Dimashq (4), undated (Walker
829, P.129, 835, 837); Tabariya, undated (Walker 887), fair to good very fine (6)
£150-200
63
Fulus (58), various mints and types, mostly fine to very fine (58)

£400-500

64
Fulus (168), various mints and types, mostly fair to fine, a few better, some scarce, all in envelopes with identifications (168)

£500-700

65
Fulus (136), various types, mostly fair to fine, a few better, some scarce, all in envelopes with identifications (136)

£400-500

66
Fulus (171), various mints and types, mostly fair to fine, a few better, some scarce, all in envelopes with identifications (171)

£500-700

67
*Revolutionary Period, `Abd Allah b. Mu`awiya, dirham, al-Taymara 128h, 2.87g (Wurtzel 4; Klat 215), good very fine, rare

£700-1,000

68
*Revolutionary Period, `Abd Allah b. Mu`awiya, dirham, Jayy 129h, 2.89g (Wurtzel 3; Klat 270.b), harshly cleaned, otherwise very
£250-300
fine, scarce
69
*Abbasid, temp. al-Hadi / al-Rashid, dinar, 170h, al-`ala in lower reverse field, 3.76g (Lowick 365; Bernardi 61), slightly clipped,
otherwise about very fine, very rare
£1,500-2,000
70
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), dinar, 176h, 4.12g (Lowick 37), about extremely fine, scarce

£200-300

71
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mamun (194-218h), dinar, no mint-name (but presumably struck in San`a), 203h, citing Muhammad, 3.80g
£800-1,200
(Lowick 167; Album A1050.1 RRR), edge shaved, otherwise good very fine and very rare
72
*Abbasid, al-Mu`tasim (218-227h), dinar, San`a 223h, rev., letter `ayn below, 2.66g (SICA X, 225; Bikhazi 16-17; Album 1051),
clipped, about very fine and rare
£400-500
73
Abbasid, al-Musta`in (248-251h), dinars (2), al-Shash 248h, 251h, 4.10g, 4.20g (Album 233.1, 233.2), the first with some minor
marks, only fine but rare, the second with some light scrapes otherwise very fine, scarce (2)
£300-400
74
*Abbasid, al-Musta`in, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 248h, 4.10g (Bernardi 160Mh RRR; Album 233.1), wavy flan, otherwise very fine,
extremely rare
£500-700

75

77

78

79

80

81

83

84

85

75
*Abbasid, al-Musta`in, dinar, Marw 251h, with the name of the heir al-`Abbas, 4.19g (BMC I, 335; Album 233.2), wavy flan, about
very fine and very rare
£300-400
76
Abbasid, al-Mu`tazz (251-255h), dinar, Marw 253h, 3.90g (BMC I, 343; Album 235.1), some tooling, otherwise obverse fine, reverse
very fine, scarce
£200-250
77
*Abbasid, al-Mu`tamid (256-279h), dinar, San`a 267h, with the name of the heir al-Muwaffaq, 2.89g (Bikhazi 51; Album 1055),
good very fine, scarce
£250-300
78
*Abbasid, al-Mu`tadid (279-289h), dinar, San`a 287h, 2.89g (Bikhazi 66; Album 1056), minor marks, otherwise very fine

£200-250

79
*Abbasid, al-Muktafi (289-295h), dinar, San`a 290h, 2.86g (Bikhazi 68; Album 1057), minor marks on edge, otherwise extremely
fine, scarce
£300-400
80
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, al-Rafiqa 296h, 3.15g (Artuk 450; Album 245.1), traces of mounting, other minor marks,
otherwise good very fine, very rare
£600-800
81
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinar, San`a 304h, 1.88g (Bikhazi 95; Album 1058), small edge knock, otherwise good very fine, scarce

£200-250

82
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dinars (3), San`a 307h, 315h, 316h, 1.88g, 1.88g, 1.83g (Bikhazi 98, 123-124, -; Album 1058), the first two
very fine, the last pierced twice otherwise good very fine and very rare (3)
£400-500
83
*Abbasid, al-Radi (322-329h), dinar, San`a 323h, 1.88g (Bikhazi 126; Album 1059), about extremely fine, scarce
84
*Abbasid, al-Radi, dinar, Filastin 325h, 3.40g (Bacharach 32; Album 254.1), minor weakness, very fine and very rare

£300-400

£800-1,000

85
*Abbasid, al-Nasir (575-622h), dinar, Tikrit 607h, 3.38g (cf Morton & Eden Auction 37, 9 June 2009, lot 605), pierced twice, some
peripheral weakness, otherwise very fine, very rare
£1,200-1,500

86

88

89

90

91

93

94

95

96

86
*Abbasid, temp. al-Saffah (132-136h), dirham, Dimashq 132h, 2.68g (Lowick 587), very fine and very rare

£800-1,000

87
Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur (136-158h), dirhams (2), Arminiya 149h, 154h, 2.77g, 2.79g (Lowick 665, 675), very fine and good very
£150-200
fine, both scarce (2)
88
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), dirham, Adharbayjan 169h, citing Nusayr, 2.72g (Lowick 964; Album 215.1), small dig on obverse,
otherwise very fine, rare
£150-200
89
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi, dirham, Harunabad 168h, with the name of the heir Harun, also citing Hasan, 2.80g (Bonner 1; Lowick 864), very
£200-250
fine and rare
90
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi, dirham, al-Yamama 166h, 2.50g (Lowick 574), clipped, otherwise about very fine, scarce

£300-400

91
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi, dirham, al-Yamama 168h, citing `Abd Allah b. Sa`id, 2.74g (Lowick 581), very fine and rare

£600-800

92
Abbasid, al-Hadi (169-170h), dirham, al-Haruniya 170h; al-Mu`tasim (218-227h), dirham, Isbahan 211h (sic); al-Mu`tadid
(279-289h), dirham, al-Kufa 289h; al-Muti` (334-363h), sudaysi, no mint or date (Album B1064 var.); Rassid, al-Nasir (301£200-300
325h), sudaysi, Sa`da, undated (Album 1068), the last plugged, otherwise all very fine (5)
93
*Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Arminiya 187h, in the name of the heir al-Amin as wali `ahd al-muslimin, citing the governor Muhammad b. Yazid, 2.87g (Lowick 720 var.; Album 219.9), very fine and very rare
£300-400
94
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid, dirham, al-Mubaraka 180h, citing `Askar b. Rustam, 2.26g (Lowick 464; Album 219.3), very fine and very
£200-250
rare
95
*Abbasid, al-Rashid, dirham, al-Haruniya 171h, citing Raja, 2.72g (Bonner 14; Lowick 894), some hoard-staining on reverse, otherwise very fine, very rare
£200-250
96
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun (194-218h), dirham, al-Raqqa 199h, citing Tahir and Sa`id b. Yahya, 2.87g (Lowick 654-655 var.),
minor deposit, otherwise good very fine and toned, very rare
£300-400

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

97
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, dirham, al-Raqqa 199h, similar to the last, 3.03g (Lowick 655 var.), very fine and very rare £250-300
98
*Abbasid, al-Ma`mun, dirham, Fars 203h, with the name of the heir al-Rida, also citing Dhu’l-Riyasatayn, 2.99g (Lowick 2039 var.;
Album 224), scratched on both sides, minor deposit, otherwise good very fine, very rare
£300-400
Ex Baldassari collection, Leu, auction 62, Zürich, 18 May 1995, lot 505.

99
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, dirham, Fars 209h, 2.89g (Lowick 2047; Album 223.5), very fine and very rare

£200-250

100
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, dirham, Misr 213h, 2.82g (Lowick 522; Album 223.4), very fine, rare

£200-250

101
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, dirham, Wasit 200h, citing al-Hasan and Dhu’l-Riyasatayn, 2.93g (Lowick 1485; Album 223.4), minor
£400-500
surface deposit, otherwise about extremely fine, very rare
102
*Abbasid, al-Wathiq (227-232h), dirham, Marw 239h (sic), struck on a small thick flan, 2.87g, obverse double-struck, otherwise
fine, extremely rare
£150-200
This is a puzzling coin. The denomination appears to read al-dinar. The most obvious explanation for the date would be a muling of an obverse
die of 239h with an old reverse die naming al-Wathiq; however, one would expect an obverse of 239h to name the heir Abu `Abd Allah.
Alternatively, the date could be an error for either 229h or 230h. No small-flan dirhams of al-Wathiq have previously been published.

103
*Abbasid, al-Musta`in (248-251h), dirham, Marw 250h, with the name of the heir al-`Abbas, 2.92g (Album 234.2), some weakness
£200-250
in margins otherwise very fine, very rare
104
*Abbasid, al-Mu`tazz (251-255h), dirham, Arminiya 255h, without the name of an heir, 2.67g, cleaned, edge chipped, otherwise
good very fine, very rare
£200-250

107

109

105
Abbasid, al-Mu`tamid (256-279h), dirhams (14): Arminiya 267h (2); al-Ahwaz 25xh, 267h; al-Basra 273h; Surra man Ra`a 256h,
257h, 261h, 266h, 270h, 273h; Fars 258h, 259h; Madinat al-Salam 270h, fine to very fine, two pierced, some scarce (14) £300-400
106
Abbasid, al-Muktafi (289-295h), dirham, Halab 292h, 3.00g; al-Muqtadir, dirham, Harran 313h, 3.00g; al-Radi (322-329h),
dirham, al-Rafiqa 327h, citing al-Fadl as heir, 1.51g (Ties. 2431), the second creased, otherwise fine to very fine, all scarce or rare (3)
£200-300
107
*Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirham, al-Rahba 297h, 1.65g (cf Spink Zürich Auction 27, 1 June 1988, lot 259 - same dies),
edge chipped, otherwise very fine, very rare
£150-200
108
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir, dirham, Tarsus 318h, 3.86g, about very fine, rare; together with assorted other coins (9), including two Seljuq
of Rum dirhams, lion and sun type, fine to very fine (10)
£250-300
109
*Abbasid, al-Muti` (334-363h), dirham, Madinat Antakya ‘5’ (345h?), 2.54g (cf Stephen Album List 100, September 1993, no. 74 same dies; Album 265), minor double-striking, otherwise very fine, very rare
£600-800
110
Abbasid, al-Musta`sim (640-656h), dirhams (7): Irbil (6)51h, 653h; Madinat al-Salam 641h, 642h, 643h, 645h, 651h; half-dirham,
Madinat al-Salam 641h, fine to very fine, two pierced, the last rare (8)
£120-150
111
Abbasid, dirhams (11): Ifriqiya 170h, Madinat Bukhara 193h, Sijistan 174h, al-`Abbasiya 171h, Fars 209h, al-Muhammadiya 206h,
Madinat al-Salam 204h, al-Haruniya 170h (3), uncertain mint, 193h, fine to good very fine, two pierced, some scarce (11) £200-250
112
Abbasid, dirhams (68): al-Basra 146h (2); al-Muhammadiya 188h (6), 189h (10), 190h (4), 191h (12), 192h (4), 193h (10), 204h, 205h
(3); Madinat al-Salam 153h, 154h, 157h (2), 161h, 162h, 175h, 187h, 188h, 189h (3), 190h, 191h, 193h; another, mint and date off
£300-400
flan, mostly very fine, all in envelopes with identifications (68)
113
Abbasid, dirhams (13): Madinat Balkh 185h, Tarsus 313h, al-Muhammadiya 192h, Madinat al-Salam 187h, 188h (4), 189h (3), 190h,
Marw 232h; together with anonymous Muwahhid dirhams (27), no mint or date, and other silver coins (2), fair to good very fine, the
Tarsus and Marw dirhams both rare (42)
£200-250
114
Abbasid, dirhams (43): al-Muhammadiya 188h, 190h (6); Madinat al-Salam 187h (7), 188h (6), 189h (15), 191h (8), mostly very fine,
all in envelopes with identifications (43)
£200-300
115
Abbasid, dirhams (15): Arminiya 252h, Isbahan 249h (2), 250h, 251h, Surra man Ra`a 249h, 251h (2), 252h (2), Samarqand 253h,
Fars 226h, 254h, Madinat al-Salam 251h, Wasit 255h (al-Mu`tazz), fine to good very fine, the first and last rare (15)
£300-400

116

117

118

119

120

121

Ex 123

122

124

116
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur (136-158h), fals, Jurjan 145h, 2.36g (Shamma p.303, 5, this coin illustrated), good very fine, rare £120-150
117
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur, fals, al-Mawsil 145h, citing the governor Ja`far b. al-Mansur, 11.07g (Lowick 300), weak in parts, about
very fine, rare
£120-150
118
*Abbasid, al-Mansur, fals, al-Yaman 158h, in the name of the heir al-Mahdi, 3.22g (Lowick 127; Bikhazi 3-4), very fine and extremely rare
£400-500
119
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mansur/al-Mahdi, fals, Barda`a 158h, citing al-Hasan, 3.72g (Shamma p.230, 5, this coin illustrated), indentation on reverse, otherwise very fine, rare
£120-150
120
*Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), fals, Balkh 159h, with the name of the governor Ya`qub b. Suwar in rev. margin, mintname in lower
rev. field, 4.21g (Shamma -; Lowick 851), fine, extremely rare
£200-250
121
*Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid (170-193h), fals, Ludd 185h, citing `Abd Allah b. Sa`id al-Harashi, 3.59g (Shamma p.138, 2, this coin
illustrated; Album B290 RRR), fine, very rare
£200-250
122
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun (194-218h), fals, Sur 196h, 1.88g (Shamma p.121, 1; Lowick 261 var.; Album 293), good fine, very
rare
£120-150
123
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, fulus (2), Shiraz 198h, citing Dhu’l-Riyasatayn and al-`Abbas, 1.34g, 1.15g (Shamma -), one with mint
off flan, the other with date off flan, otherwise both about very fine and very rare, believed unpublished (2)
£200-300
124
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, fals, Samarqand 205h, citing Ghassan b. `Abbad, 2.59g (Shamma p.335, 6), has been cleaned, fair to
£80-120
fine with clear mint and date, rare

125

126

127

128

125
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, fals, Fars 214h, citing al-Qasim b. Nasr and Muhammad b. Yahya, 2.40g (Lowick -; Shamma p.260, 4),
good fine, very rare
£150-200
126
*Abbasid, temp. al-Ma`mun, fals, al-Rafiqa 210h, citing Marfiq, 3.66g (Lowick 344), good fine, rare

£100-120

127
*Abbasid, temp. al-Mu`tasim (218-227h), fals, al-Rafiqa 226h, citing Muhammad b. Yusuf, 3.63g (Shamma p.159, 22, this coin
£120-150
illustrated), very fine, rare
128
*Abbasid, fals, Hims, undated, citing `Abd Allah b. Salih and `Abd al-Karim, 2.42g (Lowick 209), very fine, scarce

£100-120

129
Abbasid, fulus (46): Arrajan, date unclear, citing Muhammad Barmaki; mint (Ardashir Khurra?) off flan, 142h, citing Isma`il b. `Ali; Ardashir
Khurra, date (204h?) unclear; Istakhr 167h (3); al-Basra 140h, 143h (with unidentified countermark); Jurjan 144h, 145h, 163h; Sabur 167h
(3); Fars, date (202h?) unclear, citing Mansur; Qinnasrin 157h; Kazirun 156h; al-Kufa 163h (2), 166h; Madinat al-Salam 157h (2); no mint, 156h
£400-500
(3); no mint or date (1); mint and/or date unclear (20), mostly fair to fine, but including some scarce or rare types (46)
130
Abbasid, fulus (23): Ardashir Khurra 167h (2), Istakhr 140h (2), Istakhr 145h, Istakhr 167h (8), Istakhr 182h (3), Jurjan 1xx, Sabur
185h, Fasa 182h (2) and unidentified (2), mainly cleaned, generally fine, in envelopes with identifications (23)
£250-300
131
Abbasid, fulus (22): al-Basra 136h; al-Jazira, undated; Khazana Halab 146h (3); Dimashq 192h; al-Rafiqa 189h; `Akka 200h; Qinnasrin
157h (2); al-Kufa 162h, 163h, 167h; Madinat al-Salam 155h, 157h, 166h; Nasibin 197h, 209h; no mint or date (3); mint and date illeg£300-400
ible (1), fair to very fine, some scarce or rare, all in envelopes with identifications (22)
132
Abbasid, fulus (19): al-Jazira, undated; Khizana Halab 146h (2), 147h; Dimashq 234h; al-Rafiqa 189h, 226h (2); Qinnasrin 157h (3);
al-Kufa 167h (2); Madinat al-Salam 157h; al-Masisa, undated; no mint or date (2); mint and date illegible (2); together with a contem£250-300
porary plated forgery of a dirham of al-Mu`tamid, fair to very fine, some scarce, all in envelopes with identifications (20)
133
Abbasid, fulus (15): Khazana Halab xx3h; Dimashq 192h (2); al-Rafiqa 189h (3); Qinnasrin 157h (5); Madinat al-Salam 166h (3); no
£200-300
mint or date, citing Isma`il b. `Ali, fine to very fine, the last rare, all in envelopes with identifications (15)
134
Abbasid, fulus (19), Dimashq 192h; al-Rafiqa 189h (4); Qinnasrin 157h (7); Madinat al-Salam 157h, 166h (5); no mint or date, citing
£150-200
Isma`il b. `Ali, mostly fine, the last rare, all in envelopes with identifications (19)
135
Abbasid, fulus (35), al-Kufa: 163h (6), 165h, 166h (6), 167h (16), 168h, undated, and date unclear (4), mostly fine, a few better, all
in envelopes with identifications (35)
£300-400
136
Abbasid, fulus (78), assorted mints and types, fair to very fine, all in envelopes with identifications (78)

£400-500

137
Abbasid, fulus (69), assorted mints and types, mostly fair to fine, a few better, all in envelopes with identifications (69)

£300-400

138
Abbasid, fulus (111), mostly with mints and/or dates unclear, together with two contemporary copper forgeries of Abbasid dirhams,
mostly fair to fine, all in envelopes with identifications (113)
£300-400

142

143

144

145

147

148

139
Umayyad of Spain, dirhams (17): al-Andalus 153h, 245h (3), 246h, 248h, 252h, 253h, 267h, 272h; Madinat al-Zahra 340h, 354h; mints
and/or dates unclear (5); Nasrid, anonymous square half-dirhams (2), Gharnata, undated (Album 416); Murabitid, `Ali b. Yusuf
(500-537h), qirat, no mint or date (Album 467); Muwahhid, anonymous square dirham, Sabta, undated (Album 497), fine to good
£250-300
very fine, several cut in centre, pierced, or chipped (21)
140
Umayyad of Spain, temp. `Abd al-Rahman II (206-238h), dirham, al-Andalus 213h (Album 342), good very fine, toned; Sudan,
20-piastres, Omdurman 1304h, year 5 (KM 7.1), graffiti in obverse field otherwise very fine; together with assorted other coins (14), fine
to extremely fine, one plugged (16)
£150-200
141
Idrisid, Idris I b. `Abd Allah (172-176h), dirham, Walila 176h, citing `Ali, 2.38g (Lavoix 893 var.; Album 419); Idris II (176-213h),
dirham, al-`Aliya 201h, citing `Ali, 2.32g (Album 421); `Ali b. Muhammad (221-234h), dirham, al-`Aliya 225h, in the name of his father
Muhammad b. Idris, 1.80g (Lavoix 910 var.; Album 424), the first good very fine, the other two very fine, all rare (3)
£250-300
142
*Idrisid, Idris II (176-213h), fals, mint (Tudgha?) unclear, 1x6h, 1.81g (Album 422), fine, very rare

£150-200

143
*Idrisid Contemporaries, anonymous dirham, al-Samiya 184h, palm trees above and below rev. central legend, 2.32g, once cleaned
£400-500
but now beginning to re-tone, weak in parts otherwise very fine, extremely rare, the mint believed unrecorded
See Lavoix 894 & 899 for similar dirhams from the mints of al-Basra and Fas.

144
*Sulaymanid, al-Layth, dirham, Madinat Tilimsan 198h, 1.77g (Album -), minor deposit, very fine and very rare

£300-400

145
*Tulunid, Harun b. Khumarawayh (283-292h), dinar, Dimashq 287h, 4.17g (Grabar 82), very fine, scarce

£300-400

146
Tulunid, Harun b. Khumarawayh, dinars (2), Misr 287h, 291h, 3.80g, 3.97g (Grabar 80, 94), the second with some deposit, otherwise both very fine (2)
£200-300
147
*Amirs of Crete, Shu`ayb b. `Umar (fl.271-281h), fals, no mint or date, 0.93g (Miles Class H; Album 671), weak in parts, good
£120-150
very fine and rare
148
*Ikhshidid, Abu’l-Qasim (334-349h), dirham, Tabariya 346h, struck from dinar dies, 2.68g (Bacharach -), weak in parts otherwise
very fine, extremely rare
£200-300
149
Fatimid, half-dirhams (5): al-Mahdiya 326h (Nicol 170); al-Mansuriya 361h, 364h (Nicol 455, 458); mint and/or date missing (2), fine
to very fine, the first three rare (5)
£250-300
150
Fatimid, al-Mu`izz (341-365h), dinars (2), Misr 365h, al-Mansuriya 359h, 4.15g, 4.09g (Nicol 371, 416), very fine, the second slightly bent (2)
£250-300

151

152

156

157

158

159

151
*Fatimid, al-Mu`izz, dinar, al-Mansuriya 343h, 3.65g (Nicol 391), minor marks, traces of mounting on edge, otherwise very fine

£150-200

152
*Fatimid, al-`Aziz (365-386h), dinar, Filastin 369h, 4.04g (Nicol 672), crudely pierced, otherwise very fine, rare

£400-500

153
Fatimid, al-`Aziz, dinars (2), Misr 366h, 4.16g, 4.15g (Nicol 700), very fine (2)

£250-300

154
Fatimid, al-`Aziz, dinar, Misr 366h, 4.07g (Nicol 700), very fine; al-Hakim, dinar, mint and date unclear, 4.14g, outer margins partly
£250-300
flat, otherwise very fine (2)
155
Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), dinar, Misr 402h, 4.04g (Nicol 1090), quarter-dinar, no mint, date unclear, 1.04g; al-Amir (495£200-250
524h), quarter-dinar, mint and date off flan, 0.67g, the first two very fine, the third better (3)
156
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Sabra 439h, 4.01g (Nicol 1749), creased and straightened, otherwise about very fine, rare
£700-900
157
*Fatimid, al-Mustansir, fractional dirham, no mint or date, possibly struck by Fatimid partisans in Yemen, 1.17g (Nicol -), weak in
parts otherwise very fine and extremely rare, believed unpublished
£200-300
158
*Fatimid, al-Hafiz (526-544h), dinar, Misr 540h, 4.09g (Nicol 2634), good very fine, the date very rare

£300-400

159
*Ayyubid, al-Nasir Salah al-din Yusuf (567-589h), dinar, al-Iskandariya 582h, 4.34g (Balog 55; Album 785.2), minor marks on
edge, otherwise good very fine
£200-250
160
Ayyubid, al-Nasir Salah al-din Yusuf, dinar, al-Qahira 582h, 2.47g (Balog 42; Album 785.2), pierced and slightly clipped, otherwise
about very fine; al-Kamil Muhammad I (615-635h), dinar, al-Qahira 635h, 5.78g (Balog 382; Album 811), reverse double-struck,
otherwise very fine; with contemporary lead counterfeits of Fatimid (1) and Ayyubid (2) dinars, fine (5)
£250-300
161
Ayyubid, al-Nasir Salah al-din Yusuf, dirham, mint (Hamah) off flan, (5)75h, with the name of the caliph al-Mustadi, obverse and reverse
central legends within beaded circle, 2.50g (Balog -; Album -), scratched otherwise about very fine, extremely rare; together with other Ayyubid,
Mamluk, Artuqid, Zangid, and Lu`lu`id coins (29), fine to very fine, all in envelopes with identifications (30)
£300-400
162
Ayyubid, assorted copper coins (37), various types; Mamluk, assorted copper coins (52), various types, mostly fair to fine, a few bet£300-400
ter, some scarce or rare, all in envelopes with identifications (89)
163
Crusader Jerusalem, Christian-Arabic dirham, struck at Acre, date (1251) not visible, obv, cross within circle at centre, 2.79g
(Schlumberger V, 28; Metcalf 227-228; CCS 13); together with dirhams (12), hexagram type, imitating issues of the Ayyubid ruler alZahir Ghazi (Album 836), the first pierced otherwise very fine, rare, the others fine to very fine, one pierced (13)
£200-250
164
Bahri Mamluk, al-Ashraf Sha`ban II (764-778h), dinar, mint (Dimashq) and date off flan, 8.08g (cf Balog 423-424; Album 955);
Qansuh II al-Ghuri (906-922h), ashrafi, al-Qahira, date off flan, 3.30g (Album 1041); together with assorted Mamluk silver coins
£300-400
(8), the first extremely fine, the others fine to good very fine (10)

165

167

166

168

172

170

173

165
*Bahri Mamluk, al-Salih Hajji II, first reign (783-784h), Æ wuqiya, al-Qahira 783h, 34.14g (Balog 519; Album A967 RRR), flan
flaw at edge, otherwise fine, extremely rare
£200-250
166
*Burji Mamluk, al-Zahir Barquq, second reign (792-801h), dinar, al-Qahira 795h, 8.36g (Balog -; Album 972), small dig on
obverse, peripheral weakness, otherwise very fine
£300-400
167
*Ziyadid, al-Muzaffar b. `Ali (c.371-435h), dinar, Zabid 399h, 2.67g (Album 1071), small edge split, about extremely fine and very
£400-500
rare
168
*Ziyadid, al-Muzaffar b. `Ali, dinar, Madinat `Adan 407h, of Fatimid style with legends in concentric circles around central pellet,
4.21g, minor marks on edge, otherwise very fine and extremely rare, believed unpublished
£2,500-3,000
Diler does not record any coins of this mint between the years 359h and 450h.

169
Ziyadid, al-Muzaffar b. `Ali, dinar, Zabid, date illegible, 2.50g (Album 1071); Najjahid, Jayyash b. al-Mu`ayyad (fl.465h), dinar, Zabid
465h (frozen date), 2.31g (Album 1074); Sulayhid, `Ali b. Muhammad (439-473h), dinars (2), Zabid 451h (frozen date), 2.38g, 2.29g
(Album 1075.2); Zuray`id, Muhammad b. Saba` (534-550h), dinar, `Adan 548h, in the name of the deceased Sulayhid ruler al-Mukarram
Ahmad, 2.17g (Album 1080.1), one with minor edge damage, another scratched, otherwise about very fine to good very fine (5) £500-700
170
*Ayyubid of the Yemen, Turanshah b. Ayyub (569-575h), dinar, `Adan 573h, 2.34g (Balog, ANSMN 9, no.1; Album A1087 RRR),
minor edge flaws, very fine and very rare
£400-500
171
Rasulid, al-Mansur `Umar (626-647h), dirham, notched circle type, `Adan 634h, 1.95g (Album 1100.1), edge chip otherwise very
fine and rare; al-Mujahid `Ali (721-764h), dirham, type C, al-Mahjam 744h, 1.86g (Album 1108.3), good very fine; Husaynid
Sharifs, Muhammad b. Mika`il (763-765h), dirham, al-Mahjam 763h, 1.92g (Album 1113), very fine and very rare (3) £200-250
172
*Rasulid, al-Mansur `Umar, dirham, diamond type, mint (Zabid?) uncertain, 638h, 1.95g (Album 1100.3 RRR), flan crack, edge slightly
chipped, otherwise good very fine, extremely rare
£150-200
173
*Rasulid, al-Mansur `Umar, dirham, six-pointed star type, Ta`izz 640h, 2.09g (Album -), flat in parts otherwise very fine, extremely
rare
£200-250

174

175

176

177

180

181

182

183

Coinage of Oman
174
*Wajihid, Yusuf b. Wajih (314-332h), dirham, `Uman 328h, with the name of the heir Muhammad b. Yusuf, 3.45g (Oman p.131;
Album 1161), good very fine, rare
£400-500
175
*Wajihid, Yusuf b. Wajih, dirham, `Uman 330h, with the name of the heir Muhammad b. Yusuf, 2.34g (Oman p.131; Album 1161),
minor deposit on obverse, good very fine and rare
£400-500
176
*Wajihid, Muhammad b. Yusuf (c.332-341h), dirham, `Uman 332h, 3.52g (Oman p.131; Album 1162), edge split, some peripheral deposit, otherwise very fine, rare
£300-400
177
*Wajihid, Muhammad b. Yusuf, dirham, `Uman 336h, citing al-Mansur, 3.43g (Oman p.132; Album 1162), two edge splits, otherwise good very fine, rare
£400-500
178
Buwayhids in Oman, al-Marzuban, as governor of `Uman (c.362-372h), dirhams (2): `Uman 362h, 364h (Treadwell Um362
£250-300
var., Um364a; Oman p.134), both with some weakness otherwise very fine, rare (2)
179
Buwayhids in Oman, Abu’l-Fawaris (c.373-379h), dirham, `Uman 373h, 3.71g (Treadwell -; Oman -), plugged and from a mount,
otherwise about very fine and extremely rare, the date believed unpublished; Samsam al-dawla, as vassal of Fakhr al-dawla (380£200-300
387h), dirham, `Uman 382h, 3.07g (Treadwell Um382b; Oman p.135), margins weak, otherwise very fine, scarce (2)
180
*Buwayhids in Oman, Baha al-dawla Abu Nasr (379-403h), dinar, `Uman 394h, 4.40g (Treadwell Um394G; Oman p.136), reverse
double-struck, otherwise very fine, very rare
£1,000-1,200
181
*Buwayhids in Oman, Baha al-dawla, dinar, `Uman 395h, 3.35g (Treadwell Um395G = Oman p.136), some die-rust, good fine and
rare [only one example recorded by Treadwell]
£1,000-1,500
182
*Mukramid, Nasir al-din (fl.411-427h), dinar, `Uman 424h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Abu Kalinjar as overlord, 4.21g (Oman p.137;
Album 1164), very fine, rare
£1,000-1,200
183
*Mukramid, Nasir al-din, dinar, `Uman 427h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Abu Kalinjar as overlord, 5.73g (Oman p.138; Album 1164),
traces of mounting on edge, very fine and rare
£800-1,000

184

187

188

189

190

191

184
*Artuqid of Hisn Kayfa and Amid, Nur al-din Muhammad (571-581h), Æ dirham, no mint, 571h, 13.81g (SS 9; Album 1821.1),
traces of verdigris, otherwise nearly very fine, rare
£150-200
185
Artuqid of Hisn Kayfa and Amid, Nur al-din Muhammad, Æ dirham, no mint, date (576h) not visible (SS 10; Album 1821.2);
together with other Artuqid pictorial copper coins (5), various types (SS 6, 30.1, 33.3, 34, 42.2), and a Ghorid dirham, Ghazna 597h,
the first only fair but rare, the others fine to very fine (7)
£150-200
186
Artuqid of Mardin, Qutb al-din Il-Ghazi II (572-580h), Æ dirham, no mint, 579h (SS 32.3); Zangid of Mawsil, Qutb al-din
Mawdud (544-565h), Æ dirhams (2), no mint, 556h, 565h (SS 59.2, 59.7); together with a Byzantine glass weight, fine to very fine
(4)
£100-120
187
*Artuqid of Mardin, Nasir al-din Artuq Arslan (597-637h), Æ dirham, Mardin 599h, rev., central legend in five lines, 12.30g
(Hennequin 1210; SS 38.2; Album 1830.2), full broad flan, very fine and rare
£200-250
188
*Zangid of Syria, al-Salih Isma`il (569-577h), dirham, Halab 571h, 2.88g (Album 1852), some minor weakness, otherwise good
very fine, very rare
£150-200
189
*Zangid of Syria, al-Salih Isma`il, fals, Halab 571h, obv., bust right, 4.26g (SS 76; Album 1854.1), very fine, rare

£150-200

190
*Lu`lu`id, Rukn al-din Isma`il (657-660h), dirham, mint (al-Mawsil) off flan, 659h, citing the Mamluk ruler al-Zahir Baybars as
overlord, 2.75g (Hennequin 561; Album 1878 RRR), weak area on both sides, otherwise good very fine, extremely rare
£150-200
191
*Begteginid, Muzaffar al-Din Kökburi (563-630h), dinar, Shahrazur 615h, 2.50g (Album 1887), crudely struck, about very fine and
rare, the date unlisted in Diler
£200-250

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

200

192
*Seljuq of Rum, Kayka`us II, 1st reign (643-647h), dinar, Dar al-Mulk Quniya? 644h, 4.56g (Artuk 1121 var.; Album A1223), virtually as struck, rare
£1,800-2,200
On both this coin and the Artuk specimen (which is struck from different dies), the latter part of the mintname has been omitted from the die,
so the mintname reads merely qu instead of quniya.

193
*Seljuq of Rum, Kayka`us II, Qilij Arslan IV, & Kayqubad II (647-657h), dinar, Quniya 648h, 4.49g (Album A1227), virtually
as struck, rare
£1,800-2,200
194
*Seljuq of Rum, Kayka`us II, Qilij Arslan IV, & Kayqubad II, dinar, Quniya 648h, 4.49g (Album A1227), virtually as struck, rare
£1,800-2,200
195
*Beylik of Saruhan, Ishaq b. Ilyas (776-790h), Æ mangyr, no mint or date, 4.07g (Album 1249), very fine and very rare
196
*Ottoman, Mehmed III (1003-1012h), sultani, Jaza`ir 1003h, 3.51g (Pere 318), very fine and very rare
197
*Ottoman, Mustafa II (1106-1115h), ashrafi, Edirne 1106h, 3.52g (Pere 481), possibly ex-mount, otherwise very fine, rare

£200-250

£1,000-1,500

£300-400

198
*Ottoman, Mahmud II (1223-1255h), 50-para, Baghdad 1223h, year 13, 4.52g (Pere -; KM A54), scratched on obverse, some
deposit in margins, otherwise about very fine, rare
£200-250
199
Ottoman, Mehmed V (1327-1336h), 25-piastres, Qustantiniya 1327h, year 4 (F. 54); Egypt, Fu`ad (1341-1355h), 20-piastres,
1349h/1930 (F. 34); Ayyubid of Aleppo, al-Zahir Ghazi (582-613h), dirham, Halab 608h (Album 834); Pahlavi, Mohammad Reza Shah
(1941-1979), brass medal, SH 1337, rev. tomb of Imam Reza, the first extremely fine, the others good very fine (4)
£120-150
200
*Iraq, gold medal, 1978, commemorating the tenth anniversary of the Revolution, obv., representation of ‘the aims and achievements of the
Revolution’, rev., Kufic inscription, 15.68g (22k), 28.4mm, minor handling marks, otherwise almost as struck, in case of issue
£350-400

201

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

201
*Harthamid, Rafi` b. Harthama (268-270h), dirham, Nishapur 270h, 2.52g (Album B1396), bent at one edge, margins partly flat,
otherwise very fine, extremely rare
£300-400
202
Saffarid, Khalaf b. Ahmad, 3rd reign (370-393h), fractional dinar, Sijistan 388h, 1.68g (Album 1420); `Alid of Tabaristan, anonymous
dirham, no mint or date, 1.73g (Album Z1523), the first damaged and repaired in margin otherwise about very fine, rare, the second very fine
£150-200
and scarce (2)
203
*Samanid, Isma`il b. Ahmad (279-295h), dinar, Samarqand 292h, 4.08g (Artuk 965; Album 1442), traces of mounting on edge,
otherwise good very fine, rare
£300-400
204
*Sajid, Yusuf b. Diwdad (288-315h), dinar, Ardabil 303h, 3.06g (Album 1478), good fine, rare

£400-500

205
*Sajid, Yusuf b. Diwdad, dinar, Arminiya 298h, 4.07g (cf Spink Zürich Auction 22, lot 327, same dies; Album 1478), severely doublestruck, otherwise very fine, very rare
£400-500
206
*`Alid of Tabaristan, temp. al-Hasan b. al-Qasim, second reign (314-316h), anonymous dinar, al-Muhammadiya 316h, rev.,
Muhammad / rasul allah / al-rida min al Muhammad, 3.07g (Miles 160C var.), weak in parts otherwise good very fine, rare £500-700
207
*Ziyarid, Bisutun b. Wushmagir (357-367h), dirham, Sariya 359h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Rukn al-dawla as overlord, 1.60g
£150-200
(Album A1533), some light scratches, about very fine and very rare
208
*Buwayhid, `Imad al-dawla, dinar, Hamadhan 335h, also citing Rukn al-dawla, 4.06g (Treadwell Ha335Gb), irregular flan, some central weakness, otherwise very fine to good very fine and scarce
£300-400
209
*Buwayhid, `Imad al-dawla, dinar, Mah al-Kufa 337h, also citing Rukn al-dawla, rev., on inner border =O=OO=O=OO=, 4.41g
(Treadwell Mk337G), some marginal weakness, otherwise almost extremely fine
£300-400
210
*Buwayhid, `Imad al-dawla, dinar, Mah al-Kufa 337h, similar to the last, 3.18g (Treadwell Mk337G), some areas of weak striking but
almost extremely fine
£300-400

211

212

214

215

216

217

218

219

211
*Buwayhid, `Adud al-dawla Abu Shuja` (338-372h), dinar, al-Basra 372h, 4.16g (Treadwell Ba372G), about extremely fine

£200-300

212
*Buwayhid, Abu Kalinjar (415-440h), dirham, Shiraz 433h, 4.40g (Treadwell Sh433; Album 1584), minor weakness in margins, otherwise very fine, rare
£150-200
213
Buwayhid, dirhams (3): Arrajan 345h, Shiraz 341h, 391h, very fine or better, the last rare (3)

£150-200

214
*Julandid, al-`Abbas b. Ja`far (fl.336h), dirham, Huzu 336h?, 2.69g (Oman p.133; Album -), peripheral weakness, otherwise very
fine, extremely rare
£1,000-1,200
215
*Julandid, Ridwan b. Ja`far (fl.338-349h), dirham, Huzu 344h, 3.49g (Oman p.133; Album 1586), very fine and very rare

£300-400

216
*Hasanwayhid, Badr b. Hasanwayh (369-405h), dinar, Saburkhwast 396h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Majd al-dawla as overlord,
£800-1,000
3.06g (Kazan 992; Album 1588), very fine and very rare
217
*Hasanwayhid, Badr b. Hasanwayh, dinar, Saburkhwast 397h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Baha` al-dawla as overlord, 5.23g (Album
1588), harshly cleaned, flan flaw on reverse, otherwise very fine, rare
£600-800
218
*`Annazid, `Ali b. `Umar, dirham, Mah al-Kufa, date (possibly [41]7h) unclear, citing the Buwayhid ruler Majd al-dawla and the
£300-400
Kakwayhid ruler Muhammad b. Dushmanzar as overlords, 4.31g, margins partly flat, otherwise very fine, very rare
219
*Kakwayhid, Muhammad b. Dushmanzar (398-433h), dirham, Isbahan 412h, citing the Buwayhid ruler Majd al-dawla as overlord, 2.21g
(Album 1591), possibly from a mount, two edge splits, otherwise very fine, scarce
£120-150

220

222

224

226

228

229

220
*Kakwayhid, Faramurz (433-443h), dinar, Isbahan 435h, citing Tughril Beg as overlord, 3.27g (Album 1592), extremely fine

£150-200

221
Ghaznavid, Mahmud b. Sebuktekin (388-421h), dinars (2): Ghazna 406h, Herat, date unclear, 4.14g, 2.50g (Album 1607);
Mas`ud I (421-432h), dinar, Ghazna 427h, 3.58g (SNAT -; Album 1619), very fine, the last scarce (3)
£250-300
222
*Ghaznavid, Tughril (usurper, 443-444h), dinar, Ghazna 443h, rev., Qiwam al-dawla / Abu Sa`id / Tughril, 2.85g (Album A1632
RRR), weak in parts otherwise very fine, extremely rare
£400-500
223
Great Seljuq, Tughril Beg (429-455h), dinars (3): Isbahan 443h, Nishapur 435h, 436h, 3.27g, 4.40g, 3.39g (Album 1665), about
very fine to good very fine, the last chipped (3)
£300-350
224
*Qutlugh Khans, Queen Qutlugh Turkan (655-681h), dinar, Balad Kirman (6)77h, 8.70g (Album 1935), slightly uneven strike (as
usual), very fine and rare
£300-400
225
Sufid, anonymous fractional dinar, Khwarizm, date off flan; Khwarizmshahs, `Ala al-din Muhammad (596-617h), Æ dirham,
Balkh, undated (Album 1723); fals, mint (Khwarizm?) and date unclear (Album 1724); Great Mongol, anonymous Æ dirham, Balkh,
date unclear (Album 1968), pierced; anonymous Æ dirham, mint (Samarqand?) not visible, 617h (Album B1979); Khans of Ganja,
abbasi, Ganja 1155h, in the name of Nadir Shah (Album 2939), fine to very fine, all scarce (6)
£200-300
226
*Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud (694-703h), dinar, post-reform coinage, Tabriz 699h, 4.08g (Diler 282; Album 2170), traces of mount£200-250
ing on edge, light scrape on obverse, otherwise very fine
227
Ilkhanid, Ghazan Mahmud, dinars (2), post-reform coinage: mint uncertain but probably Kirman, 698h, 4.30g (Diler 281; Album
2170); Kirman, date off flan, 4.31g (Diler 282; Album 2170), the first partly flat, otherwise both very fine, rare (2)
£250-300
228
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id (716-736h), dinar, type C, Baghdad 719h, 9.82g (Diler 488; Album 2198), weak in parts, very fine and scarce
£300-400
229
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id, dinar, type C, Qays 720h, 4.36g (Diler 488; Album 2198), weak in parts, about very fine

£150-200

230

231

232

233

234

235

237

238

230
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id, dinar, type C, Qays 720h, 10.97g (Diler 488; Album 2198), crude strike, fine

£250-300

231
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id, dinar, type F, Shiraz 725h, 5.36g (Diler 506; Album 2208), small edge flaw, otherwise very fine, rare

£250-300

232
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id, dinar, type G, Jajerm 729h, 8.24g (Diler 525; Album 2212), very fine

£300-400

233
*Ilkhanid, Abu Sa`id, dinar, type H, Nishapur 33 Khani (= 734-735h), 7.00g (Diler 542; Album 2216), very fine and very rare

£300-400

234
*Ilkhanid, Muhammad (736-738h), half-mithqal, Yazd, undated, denomination given as nim mithqal, 2.13g (Diler 705; cf Sotheby’s,
18 October 1983, lot 342A, same dies), peripheral weakness, otherwise very fine, very rare
£600-800
235
*Safavid, Tahmasp I (930-984h), half-mithqal, Sabzavar 955h (Album 2591), countermarked `adl shah within rectangular cartouche,
2.34g, host coin and countermark good very fine, extremely rare
£300-400
236
Safavid, `Abbas I (995-1038h), ashrafi, Mashhad 1014h, 3.85g (Album 2629); Shaybanid, `Abd Allah II (991-1006h), quarter£200-250
mithqals (2), no mint, 1004h and undated (Album 2994), very fine (3)
237
*Safavid, `Abbas II (1052-1077h), 5-shahi, Shimakhi 1073h, 9.14g (Album 2645; cf SICA IX, 901 [1071h]), very fine or better,
scarce
£100-150
238
*Safavid, Sultan Husayn (1105-1135h), rectangular 5-shahi, Iravan 1125h, 8.65g (Album 2677.1), small edge knock at one corner,
otherwise very fine, scarce
£120-150

239

240

239
*Qajar, Nasir al-din Shah (1264-1313h), toman, Tehran 1299h, 2.87g (F. 62), extremely fine

£150-200

240
*Qajar, Nasir al-din Shah, toman, Tehran 1303h, 2.90g (F. 62), extremely fine

£150-200

241
Qajar, Muzaffar al-din Shah (1313-1324h), half-toman, Tehran 1318h (F. 71); Ahmad Shah (1327-1344h), half-tomans (2),
£200-250
1334h, 1335h (F. 85), very fine to good very fine (3)
242
Miscellaneous silver coins (131): Umayyad (11), Abbasid (4), `Alawi Sharifs (16), Ikhshidid (1), Ayyubid (2), Mamluk (45), Rasulid (2),
Rum Seljuq (3), Ottoman (28), Samanid (1), Ilkhanid (8), Timurid (2), Aq Qoyunlu (1), Safavid (2), Afsharid (1), Sultans of Dehli (3),
£400-500
Jodhpur (1), fair to very fine, one chipped, four pierced, all in envelopes with identifications (131)
243
Miscellaneous, assorted Islamic silver coins (30), various types, including several Anatolian imitations of Ilkhanid coins; assorted
Islamic copper coins (17), various types, together with a billon Buwayhid dirham, mint and date off flan, varied state, one silver coin
£200-300
pierced, two copper coins with verdigris, all in envelopes with identifications (48)
244
Miscellaneous, assorted Artuqid (12), Zangid (5), and Lu`lu`id (1) pictorial bronze coins, various types, fine to very fine, one pierced,
all in envelopes with identifications (18)
£250-300
245
Miscellaneous copper coins (100): Abbasid (1), Mirdasid (1), Artuqid (13), Zangid (36), Lu`lu`id (2), Begteginid (1), Salduqid (1), Rum
Seljuq (20), Samanid (3), Ilkhanid (12), and others (10), including many pictorial types, fair to very fine, some scarce or rare, all in
envelopes with identifications (100)
£400-500
246
Miscellaneous copper coins (91): `Alawi Sharifs (3), Ayyubid (11), Mamluk (9), Zangid (6), Lu`lu`id (1), Rum Seljuq (18), Ottoman
(35), Khwarizmshahs (1), Ilkhanid (2), unidentified (5); together with assorted modern Middle Eastern coins (21), fair to good very fine,
one pierced (112)
£300-400
247
Miscellaneous: Safavid (7), Afsharid (5) and Qajar (8) silver coins, various types, mostly very fine or better, one plugged, some scarce
(20)
£250-300
248
Miscellaneous glass weights and stamps (37), mostly Umayyad, Abbasid, and Fatimid, various types, some very fine (37) £400-500

249

250

251

252

258

259

ANCIENT COINS
(Starting no earlier than 12.30pm)
249
*Siculo-Punic coinage, Entella, tetradrachm, c. 350 BC, wreathed head of Tanit left with four dolphins around, rev., horse's head left
and palm tree, 16.91g (Jenkins 182), very fine
£600-800
250
*Siculo-Punic coinage, Entella, tetradrachm, c. 350 BC, wreathed head of Tanit left with three dolphins around, rev., horse's head
left and palm tree, 17.23g (Jenkins 215), good very fine
£700-900
251
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, after 449 BC, head of Athena, rev., owl, 17.14g, very fine

£300-350

252
*Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, similar, 17.06g, very fine

£250-300

253
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (3), similar, mainly fine to very fine (3)

£300-400

254
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (6), similar, mainly fine or better; and new style tetradrachm (Thompson 731), very fine (7) £400-600
255
Attica, Athens, tetradrachms (10), 5th and 4th centuries BC, head of Athena, rev., owl, with test marks, generally fine (10)

£600-800

256
Caria, Calymna, didrachm, helmeted head right, rev., lyre, 6.55g (BMC 3-9), some corrosion, good fine; Kos, Ae 22mm, 1st cent. BC,
(BMC 195); and other Greek bronzes (3), fair to fine (5)
£150-200
257
Syria, Seleucus I (312-280 BC), tetradrachm, Ecbatana, of Alexander III type (SC 204.5); with tetradrachm of Philip Philadelphus
£180-220
and another of Lysimachus, fine or better (3)
258
*Syria, Antiochus I (280-261 BC), tetradrachm, Seleucia on the Tigris, diademed head right, rev., Apollo seated on omphalos; HP
monogram on right inverted, 16.87g (SC 379.3; CNG 42, 556, same dies), good very fine
£300-350
259
*Syria, Alexander Balas (150-145 BC), tetradrachm, Tyre, year 163 = 150/149 BC, diademed head right, rev., eagle standing left
on prow, 13.86g (Newell 58), about extremely fine
£200-250

260

268

264

265

269

260
*Phoenicia, Tyre, tetradrachm, year 35 = 92/91 BC, head of Melqart right, rev., eagle standing left on prow, 14.29g (BMC 126), good
very fine
£300-400
261
Judaea, bronze coins of Alexander Jannaeus, Matthias Antigonus, Herod, Herod Archelaus, Agrippa I, Agrippa II, Ambibulus, First Revolt
(2) and Bar Cochba (2) (Hendin 469, 481, 490, 505, 553, 604, 637, 661, 670, 710 [year 2, Mildenberg 154] and 736), mainly fine (11)
£150-200
262
Arabia, Sabaeans and Himyarites, drachm and hemidrachms (2) in imitation of Athenian types, with Sabaean letter on cheek of
Athena (S. 6112, 6113), fair to very fine; drachm, 1st cent. BC (S. 6123), very fine; another, damaged; with Nabataean bronzes (6) and
Sasanian drachms (2), fair to fine (13)
£150-200
263
Nabataea, Aretas IV and Shaqilat, drachm and bronzes (2); Rabbell II and Gamilat, drachms (3, two with dark patinas), fine or
better (6)
£300-400
264
*Parthia, Mithradates II (123-88 BC), tetradrachm, diademed and bearded bust left, rev., archer seated right, 15.90g (Sellwood
£700-800
24/1), about extremely fine
265
*Sasanian, Kavad I, 2nd reign (499-531), AE ‘drachm’, crowned bust right, rev., diademed bust right, raising right hand, 1.94g
£200-300
(SNS III, type 1b/3a; cf Göbl II/4, 192), clipped, about very fine and very rare
Ex CNG sale 75, 23 May 2007, lot 740. Schindel, in SNS III, dates the coinage to between the years 13 and 19 (AD 501-507) and connects it to
Kavad's successful campaigns against the Hephthalites in the east.

266
Egypt, Ptolemy II (285-246 BC), tetradrachms (2); and a posthumous tetradrachm of Alexander III, fine to very fine (3)

£150-200

266A
Greek silver (17) including tetradrachms of Alexander the Great and Demetrius I of Syria, Himyarite drachms in imitation of Athenian types
£250-300
(3), countermarked tetradrachm of Side, Phoenician fractions (4), etc; and Roman denarii (3), mainly fair to fine (20)
266B
Miscellaneous: Roman and Roman colonial bronze coins (about 280) and Byzantine bronzes (about 60), poor to fine, some better £400-600
----------------------------------267
Denarii (16), Republic and later, including Mark Antony legionary denarius, and denarii of Domitian, Sabina and Lucilla; together with
£300-400
miscellaneous ancient coins (78), poor to fine, some better (94)
268
*Augustus (27 BC - AD 14), denarius, Caesaraugusta, 19-18 BC, marking the ‘Julian star’ or comet which appeared in the heavens
after the assassination of Julius Caesar, laureate head left, rev., [D]IVVS IVLIVS, eight-rayed comet with tail, 3.81g (RIC 37b; S. 1607),
good very fine
£500-600
269
*Pescennius Niger (193-194), denarius, Antioch, laureate head right, rev.,
cornucopiae, 2.69g (RIC 47c), good very fine and rare

IVSTITIA AVGVSTI,

Justitia standing left holding scales and
£700-800

272

273

274

275

276

278

270
Denarii (17), of Hadrian (plated), Antoninus Pius, Faustina I, Lucius Verus, Commodus, Clodius Albinus as Caesar (good fine), Septimius
Severus (2), Caracalla (2), Geta (2), Macrinus (very fine), Elagabalus, Severus Alexander and Maximinus I, many very fine (17)
£400-500
271
Antoniniani (10), comprising Caracalla (2), rev., Jupiter and Sol, Gordian III, Philip I, Trajan Decius, Macrianus, Postumus, Aurelian, Probus
and Diocletian; sestertii of Marcus Aurelius and Maximus Caesar; asses of Hadrian (2) and Commodus; and 1st century quadrantes (9) of various types, mainly fine to very fine, some better (24)
£300-400

272
*Maximinus I, Thrax (235-238), aureus, Rome, April-December 235, IMP MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed
bust right, rev., PAX AVGVSTI, Pax standing left holding branch and transverse spear, 5.37g (RIC 12; BMC 4; C. 30; Calico 3159; Alram
10/1B), well struck on a broad flan, a few minor marks but about extremely fine and extremely rare
£40,000-60,000
Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection, Part 2, Sotheby's New York, 21-22 June 1990, lot 789 and Rauch auction 46, Vienna, 14 May 1991, lot 597.
While the silver coinage of Maximinus is plentiful, in contrast, his gold is extremely rare. Of lowly birth in Thrace, Gaius Julius Verus Maximinus, known
for his enormous stature (the Historia Augusta claimed he was over 8 feet tall) came to the notice of Septimius Severus and rose through the ranks of
the army. When there was rebellion against the policies of Severus Alexander and his mother Julia Mamaea during the German campaign, the emperor was murdered at Moguntiacum (Mainz) and Maximinus was proclaimed emperor, bringing an end to the Severan dynasty. Maximinus's reign marked
the beginning of the so-called Crisis of the Third Century. He never set foot in Rome itself, and his harsh rule was resented by the Senate. On his way
to Rome to deal with the insurrection there, he and his son Maximus were assassinated at Aquileia by disaffected soldiers.

See also front cover illustration

273
*Arcadius (383-408), solidus, Milan, bust right, rev., emperor standing with foot on captive, 4.47g (RIC 1205), good very fine

£250-300

274
*Theodosius II (402-450), solidus, facing bust, rev., Constantinopolis seated left, 4.50g (RIC 257), very fine

£250-300

275
*Byzantine, Justinian I (527-565), solidus, facing bust, rev., angel; officina H, 4.52g (DO 9; S. 140), extremely fine

£200-250

276
*Byzantine, Phocas (602-610), solidus, facing bust, rev., angel; officina I, 4.43g (DO 10; S. 620), extremely fine

£180-220

277
Byzantine, Heraclius (610-641), solidus, 4.30g (S. 738); Constans II (641-668), solidus, 4.42g (S. 959), fine to very fine (2)

£300-400

278
*Byzantine, Constantine IV (668-685), ceremonial coinage, miliaresion, helmeted bust facing three-quarters right with spear over
shoulder, rev., cross potent on globe and three steps, flanked by palms, 4.02g (DO 20; S. 1165; MIB 61), partly weak and with some
pitting, otherwise very fine and very rare
£500-600

END OF FIRST SESSION

SESSION TWO
Thursday 11 November 2010
starting at 2pm
BRITISH COINS

279

282

THE CHARING, KENT HOARD

A small hoard of coins of Edward IV (and contemporary European coins which circulated in England), which was found in 2009.
The hoard has been reported to the British Museum which has recorded it and subsequently returned it to the owner (2009 T604).
The coins are offered with British Museum envelopes giving identifications and notes about varieties.

279
*Edward IV, first reign (1461-70), light coinage, half-ryal, London, m.m. none/crown, pellet over shield, 3.80g (Blunt & Whitton
viiia variant 2; Schneider – (cf. 388-9); N. 1554; S. 1959), creased, many light test scratches and peck-marks, good fine
£400-500
280
Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groats (3), London, type Vd1, m.m. rose, type VII1, m.m. crown/crown, and type VIII, m.m.
sun/sun, 2.64g, 2.95g, 2.49g (N. 1568; S. 2000), lightly clipped, the last creased, fine to very fine (3)
£300-400
281
Edward IV, second reign (1471-83), groats (3), type XIII/XIV m.m. large/small annulets, type XVII m.m. pierced cross, type XXI,
m.m. heraldic cinquefoil, rose on breast, 2.89g, 2.91g, 2.90g (N. 1631; S. 2096, 2100), edges a little ragged, the last double struck,
nearly very fine (3)
£300-400
282
*Edward IV, second reign, groat, type XXI, m.m. heraldic cinquefoil, rose on breast, 2.88g (N. 1631; S. 2100), good very fine
£150-200
283
France, Louis XI (1461-83), écu d’or à la couronne, Montpellier, crowned shield dividing two crowned lis, rev., cross in quadrilobe,
crowns in angles, 3.31g (Dupl. 539; F. 312), lightly clipped, minor spade marks, very fine; together with Low Countries, Flanders,
Charles the Bold (1467-77), double patard, first issue (1467/74), 2.83g (vGH 23-3; DW 1434),creased, stained, very fine (2)
£200-300

--------------------------------

285

286

284

287

288

BRITISH GOLD COINS
284
*Henry VI (1422-61), annulet issue (1422-30) half-noble, London, 3.47g (cf. Schneider 292/3; N. 1417; S. 1805), minor spade-marks
on reverse, edge slightly ragged, a little creased, otherwise nearly extremely fine
£400-600
285
*Mary (1553-4), ‘fine’ sovereign (30s.), m.m. pomegranate, dated MDLIII (1553), the queen seated on ornate throne facing, holding
orb and sceptre, portcullis below, annulet stops, rev., arms within double rose, 15.21g (cf. Schneider 704; N. 1956; S. 2488), repaired
at top, nearly very fine
£6,000-7,000
286
*Elizabeth I (1558-1603), ‘fine’ sovereign (30s.), sixth issue, m.m. scallop (1584-6), the queen seated on ornate throne facing, holding orb and sceptre, portcullis below, tressure divided by queen’s head only, pellets on back of throne and on pillars, rev., arms within
double rose, legend ends OCVLIS NRS, 15.01g (BC A18; cf. Schneider 780; N. 2003; S. 2529), mount removed from top, nearly very fine
£5,000-6,000
287
*Charles I (1625-49), gold crown, Tower, group B/C mule, m.m. rose over plume / rose, 2.22g (Br. 202/3; N. 2184; S. 2713), flaw in
obverse field, about very fine
£200-300
288
*William & Mary, reverse brockage of a guinea, 1694/3 (cf. S. 3426), light stain on one side, nearly very fine, the overdate clear, rare
and interesting
£300-400
289
Anne, guinea, 1714 (S. 3574), ex mount, sweated, fine; George III, spade guinea, 1787 (S. 3729), fine; one-third-guinea, 1803, with
small unofficial countermark (possibly a horse to right) on neck (S. 3739), fine; George IV, sovereign, 1825, bare head (S. 3801), ex
£700-900
mount, sweated, fine (4)

290

291

293

295

290
*George III, quarter-guinea, 1762 (S. 3741), good very fine

£250-300

291
*George III, half-guinea, 1804, seventh head (S. 3737), good very fine

£180-220

g292
George IV, sovereign, 1822, laureate head, rev., St. George, uneven date – last 2 low (S. 3800), minor dents, good fine

£300-400

g293
*George IV, sovereign, 1829, bare head, rev., crowned shield (S. 3801), very fine

£350-450

g294
Victoria, sovereigns (6), 1852, 1893 M, 1896, 1898 M, 1899 M, 1901 P, together with sovereigns (4) of 1906 P, 1966 (2), and 1981,
the first with rim nicks, generally very fine to extremely fine, a few better (10)
£1,700-1,900
g295
*Victoria, five-pounds, 1887, Jubilee head (S. 3864), light surface scratches and minor rim dents, good very fine to nearly extremely
fine
£900-1,000
g296
Victoria, two-pounds, 1887, Jubilee head (S. 3865); sovereigns (2), 1847, 1873, die no. 9, both young head (S. 3852, 3853B), nearly
£700-800
very fine or better (3)
g297
Victoria, two-pounds, 1887, Jubilee head (S. 3865), minor contact marks, nearly extremely fine; Edward VII, matt proof two-pounds, 1902
£900-1,100
(S. 3967), almost mint state; in capsules in modern fitted Royal Mint case (‘Victoria & Edward VII double-sovereign set’) (2)
g298
Edward VII, matt proof sovereign, 1902 (S. 3969), a little rubbed, good extremely fine

£200-250

299
George V, proof set, 1911, sovereign to Maundy penny (10 coins), in original fitted case (S. PS12), the silver toned, a few tiny rim nicks
on the sovereign, otherwise almost mint state, the case in good order; together with sovereign, 1849, Arabic 1 (S. 3852C), minor edge
knock, nearly very fine (11)
£1,200-1,400
300
Elizabeth II, proof sovereign, 1979 (S. 4204), mint state, in capsule and fitted case of issue; silver proof crown, 1977 (S. 4227); proof
sets (4) of 1970, 1978, 1984, 1985; together with miscellaneous coins and medals, mainly British, in silver (18) and base metal (15),
generally fair to fine, some extremely fine; U.S.A., dime, 1833, last 3 high, about very fine; also banknotes, £1 (10, all Page), 10/- (16)
: Peppiatt (1, D.B251), Beale (1, D.B266), and Fforde (14), extremely fine to uncirculated (lot)
£300-350
g301
Elizabeth II, proof sovereign, 1979; proof half-sovereign, 1980; proof Britannia £10/one-tenth oz (2), 1988, 1995 (S. 4204, 4205, 4296,
£300-350
4297), mint state, in capsules and fitted cases of issue (4)

g302
Elizabeth II, gold proof set, 1980, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign (4 coins) (S. PGS01), mint state,
in capsules and fitted case of issue (4)
£1,500-2,000
g303
Elizabeth II, proof sovereign, 1980 (S. 4204), mint state, in capsule and fitted case of issue

£180-220

g304
Elizabeth II, proof Britannia £25/quarter-oz and £10/one-tenth oz, 1987 (S. 4291, 4296), mint state, in capsules in fitted case of issue;
‘bullion type’ sovereign and half-sovereign, 2002, reverse arms (S. 4431, 4441), mint state in pliofilm and in fitted cases of issue;
Guernsey, Elizabeth II, proof £5 in gold, 2003, History of the Royal Navy, Nelson (cf. KM. 175, but not listed in gold; specifications
£1,200-1,400
as KM 143b), mint state, in capsule in unofficial fitted case, 500 struck (3)
g305
Elizabeth II, proof sovereign, 1989, commemorating the 50th anniversary of the sovereign (S. 4272), mint state, in capsule but lack£400-500
ing the case
g306
Elizabeth II, gold proof ‘Sovereign three coin set’, 1990, comprising two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign, with brass medallion
£650-750
(S. PGS13), mint state, in capsules and fitted red leather case of issue (3)
307
Elizabeth II, gold proof Golden Jubilee set, 2002, comprising five-pounds to Maundy penny in gold (S. PGJS1), mint state, in capsules
and fitted red leather case of issue, a popular set that includes the Maundy set in gold, 2,002 sets issued (13)
£3,000-3,500
308
Elizabeth II, gold proof Golden Jubilee set, 2002, comprising five-pounds to Maundy penny in gold, as the previous lot (S. PGJS1), mint
£3,000-3,500
state, in capsules and fitted red leather case of issue (13)
309
Elizabeth II, gold proof Golden Jubilee set, 2002, comprising five-pounds to Maundy penny in gold, as the previous lot (S. PGJS1), mint
£3,000-3,500
state, in capsules and fitted red leather case of issue (13)
310
Elizabeth II, the ‘Proof Sovereign Collection’, 2002, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign, rev., arms in
wreath (S. PGS36), mint state, in capsules and fitted green leather case of issue (4)
£1,800-2,000
g311
Elizabeth II, the ‘Proof Sovereign Collection’, 2002, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign, rev., arms in
wreath, as the previous lot (S. PGS36), mint state, in capsules and fitted green leather case of issue (4)
£1,800-2,000
g312
Elizabeth II, the ‘Proof Sovereign Collection’, 2003, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign, rev., St. George
(S. PGS38), mint state, in capsules and fitted green leather case of issue (4)
£1,500-1,800
g313
Elizabeth II, proof £5/crown in gold (2), 2005, on the bicentenary of the Battle of Trafalgar, reverses, Victory and the Téméraire at
sea, and bust of Nelson (S. 4559, 4560), mint state, in capsules and cases of issue (2)
£1,600-1,800

314
*Scotland, James III (1460-88), quarter-rider (5s.9d), issue of 1457-83, m.m. cross pattée, crowned king on horseback galloping
to left holding sword upright, lis below sword arm, SALWM …, rev., crowned shield over long cross, IACOBV… 1.26g (Burns p.150, fig.622;
S.5261; St. p.141; cf. LaRiviere collection lot 60 (ex Strauss)), fine, possibly removed from a mount, extremely rare
£1,500-2,000
No quarter-riders are recorded of the first type with the king riding to the right rather than to the left; the type is known only for the one rider.
The inscriptions on this second type are reversed, and not as listed in Burns. The quarter-riders, which are extremely rare, are the rarest of all
the denominations.

315

320

316

321

Ex 322

BRITISH SILVER AND BASE METAL COINS
315
*Henry VII (1485-1509), groat, class I, London, m.m. halved lis and rose / halved sun and rose, open crown, nothing by neck, rose
on breast (N. 1703 (R); S. 2193), minor obverse crack, slightly creased, good very fine, scarce; together with miscellaneous silver (2)
and base metal (9) coins, mainly British; also two modern balances and a quantity of assorted weights (lot)
£200-300
316
*Henry VII, groat, regular profile issue, m.m. cross-crosslet (N. 1747; S. 2258), good fine

£120-150

317
Henry VIII (1509-47), third coinage, groats (2), Bristol, Bristol bust, m.m. -/WS monogram, with and without pellet below third quarter of shield (N. 1846; S. 2372), ragged edges, about fine and better for this usually very poorly struck issue (2)
£150-250
318
Edward VI (1547-53), fine silver issue shilling, m.m. tun (N. 1937; S. 2482), graffiti (cross of Lorraine and two attempted piercings)
by value, good fine
£70-100
319
Mary (1553-4), groat (N. 1960; S. 2492), together with miscellaneous hammered silver coins (19), fair to fine (20)

£450-550

320
*Philip and Mary (1554-58), groat (N. 1973; S.2508), nearly very fine

£150-200

321
*Elizabeth I (1588-1603), milled coinage sixpence, 1562, bust C, tall narrow bust with decorated dress, m.m. star (N. 2026; S. 2595),
very fine or better
£150-250
322
*Elizabeth I, sixpence, 1579, m.m. Greek cross (N. 1997; S. 2572), good fine; Charles II, fourpence, milled coinage, ‘undated
Maundy’ type, no inner circles, variety with finer lettering on reverse (ESC 1840; S. 3383), minor flan flecking, good very fine, reverse
better (2)
£140-180
The second coin illustrated.

323
Elizabeth I, threepences (2), 1562, m.m. pheon, and 1581, m.m. latin cross (N. 1997; S. 2565, 2573), fine to very fine (2) £120-150
324
Elizabeth I, twopence, m.m. tun (1592-5) (S. 2579), good fine; together with various minor silver coins of Elizabeth I (9) and other
hammered silver (2), poor to fair (12)
£80-120

325

327

328

325
*Charles I (1625-49), crown, Truro (1642-3), m.m. rose, the king on horseback to left, sash flies out behind, rev., oval garnished
arms (Br. 1008/9; N. 2531; S. 3045), weak at bottom and on corresponding area of reverse, good fine
£500-700
326
Charles I, halfcrown, Tower, second horseman, type 2a, m.m. feathers (Br. 298/303; N. 2205; S. 2769), light scratches, good fine; shilling,
Tower, group D, fourth bust, type 3a, m.m. crown (Br. 509/11; N. 2225; S. 2791), flan irregular at top, very fine; shilling, Tower, group D, fourth
bust, type 3a, m.m. tun (Br. 509/11; N. 2225; S. 2791), pleasant tone, very weakly struck, nearly extremely fine (3)
£150-250
327
*Charles I, under Parliament, shilling, Group G, tall narrow crude bust, m.m. sun (Sharp H1/1; Brooker 564; N. 2233; S. 2802), toned,
very fine, some weakness in legend
£100-150
328
*Charles I, groat, 1645, Oxford, large bust within inner circle, rev., single plume and OX monogram over Declaration (Br. 958; N. 2466;
£300-400
S. 2988), toned, double struck on obverse, some areas of weakness, very fine, reverse better
Ex V.J.E. Ryan collection, Glendining’s, 22-24 January, 1952, lot 1263 (part)

329
Charles II, Maundy ‘set’, 1679, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence, and penny; together with sixpence, 1684, fourpence,
1683, threepence, 1679 (2), twopence, 1684 (S. 3882, 3384, 3386, 3388, 3392), the penny very fine, others fair to fine (9) £100-150
330
Charles II, (partial?) Maundy ‘set’, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence, 1679, and penny, 167(?), the last figure of the date
recut several times, possibly a poorly recut 1679/2 (S. 3384, 3386, 3388, 3390), fine to very fine, in later case by Edgar Lincoln, this
£100-150
somewhat worn (4)
331
William & Mary, halfcrown, 1689 (S. 3434); Anne, shilling, 1711, fourth bust, plain angles (S. 3618); George I, shilling, 1723 SSC,
fourpence, 1727 (S. 3647, 3654), fine to very fine (4)
£150-200
332
William & Mary, part Maundy set, 1689, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence; with Maundy penny, 1691, fine to very fine or
better, in later case by Edgar Lincoln, this somewhat worn (4)
£100-150
333
William III, sixpence, 1697, York, first bust (S. 3536); together with miscellaneous milled silver coins (55), a few pierced, fine to
extremely fine (56)
£350-450
334
Anne, Maundy set, 1713, comprising fourpence, threepence, twopence, and penny; together with similar Maundy sets of 1887, 1905,
1939, all uncased, also various Maundy oddments and other minor silver coins (18) including a sixpence, 1739, roses, the first set fair
to very fine, later sets nearly extremely fine or better; others generally fine to very fine, one pierced (34)
£150-250

337

342

344

335
George I, copper ‘dump’ halfpenny, 1718, and farthing, 1717 (S. 3659), the first good fine, the second fair; Victoria, penny, 1860 (P.
1629; S. 3954), and third-farthing, 1844 (S. 3952), extremely fine; Edward VII, halfpenny, 1904, almost mint state; together with other
£300-400
British coins in silver (7) and base metal (8), generally fine to extremely fine (20)
336
George II, shilling, 1758 (2), sixpences (2), 1758 and 1758/7, all old head, plain angles (S. 3704, 3711), toned, nearly extremely fine
or better (4)
£300-400
337
*George III, countermarked dollar, a Mexican bust type dollar of Carlos IV, 1790
on neck (ESC 129; S. 3765A), good very fine

FM,

Mexico City, with oval countermark of George III
£250-350

338
George III, ‘cartwheel’ twopence, 1797 and penny, 1797, and George IV, penny, 1826 (S. 3776, 3777, 3823), nearly very fine; together with miscellaneous copper and other base metal British coins from George III to Elizabeth II (35), generally poor to fine, some bet£200-300
ter (39)
339
George III, Maundy set, 1800 (S. 3764), the twopence and penny extremely fine, others fine to very fine; Victoria, Maundy sets (2),
1889, Jubilee head, and 1899, old head (S. 3932, 3943), the 1889 polished, about extremely fine; Edward VII, Maundy set, 1908 (S.
3985), cleaned, extremely fine; Elizabeth II, Maundy set, 1960, deep tone, good extremely fine, scarce; all in cases, the first and last
cases unofficial, the 1908 case dated (20)
£400-500
340
George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804 (ESC. 144; S. 3768), nearly very fine; together with miscellaneous British crowns (11) from
Charles II to Elizabeth II, and a copy of a countermarked dollar, 1773, possibly contemporary, some mounted, generally fair to fine, some
£250-350
better (13)
341
George III, Bank Token for eighteen pence, 1813 (S. 3772), nearly extremely fine and sixpence, 1816 (S. 3791), almost mint state;
with other minor silver coins of George III (13), George IV (4), and William IV (2), very fine to extremely fine (21)
£500-600
342
*George III, halfcrown, 1817, ‘bull’ head (S. 3788), extremely fine

£150-200

343
George III, shillings (2), 1817, the first B broken, and 1819, the last 9 high (S. 3790); George IV, halfcrown, 1820 (S. 3807); William
IV, shilling, 1836 (S. 3835); Victoria, ‘Godless’ florin, 1849, and shilling, 1865, die 94, young head (S. 3890, 3905), the 1817 extremely fine, 1836 nearly extremely fine, others very fine, the halfcrown cleaned (6)
£250-300
344
*Victoria, shilling, 1865, die no. 26, young head, (S. 3892), original colour, almost mint state

£150-200

350

351

345
Victoria, sixpence, 1865, die no. 41, young head; partial Maundy set, 1866, fourpence, threepence, twopence, but lacking the penny
(3 coins), young head (S. 3909, cf. S.3916), original colour, almost mint state (4)
£150-200
346
Victoria, ‘Gothic’ florin, 1866 (S. 3892), minor scratches on obverse, extremely fine / good extremely fine

£100-150

347
Victoria, halfcrown, 1887, young head (S. 3889), some staining, nearly extremely fine; with official Diamond Jubilee medallion, 1897,
in silver, small size (BHM. 3506), extremely fine and Edward VII, Maundy set, 1907 (S. 3985), toned, as struck, in dated case, this somewhat distressed (6)
£150-200
348
Victoria, proof halfcrown, 1893, old head (ESC 727; S. 3938), contact marks on obverse, cleaned, extremely fine

£120-150

349
Edward VII, halfcrown, 1903, florin, 1905, and shilling, 1905 (S. 3980, 3981, 3982), fair to fine, all scarce dates, the halfcrown particularly so (3)
£100-150
350
*Edward VII, halfcrown, 1905 (S. 3980), fair, very rare date

£150-200

351
*George V, wreath crown, 1929, head left, rev., large crown within wreath (ESC 369; S. 4036), minor obverse contact marks, extremely fine
£200-250
352
George VI, proof set, 1937, comprising crown to farthing (S. PS16), minor spot on one shilling, nearly mint state, in fitted case of issue
(15)
£200-250
353
Elizabeth II, “40th anniversary coronation collection” of silver proof crowns, 1993, UK and 17 other countries: Belize, Bhutan,
Cayman Islands, ECCB, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Guernsey, Jersey, New Zealand, Niue, St. Helena, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, The Gambia,
Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu, all in capsules and wooden cabinet of issue with fitted tray; together with UK silver proofs: £5 crown,
1990, 90thbirthday of the Queen Mother (2 examples); £2, 1986, Commonwealth Games; double piedfort £2, 1989, Bill of Rights (2
coins); £2, 1996, football (2 examples); piedfort £1 set, ‘1984-7’, but only contains 1983, 1985, 1986 (3 coins); £1 set, 1984-7 (4 coins);
piedfort £1, 1987; piedfort £1, 1988; piedfort £1, 1989; piedfort £1, 1993; £1, 1991 (2 examples); £1, 1993; piedfort 50-pence, 1994,
D-Day; 50-pence, 1993, EC; crown, 1977, Silver Jubilee (2 examples, one uncased); crown, 1980, 80th birthday of the Queen Mother;
crown, 1981, Prince Charles & Diana; double 10-pence, 1992, both sizes (2 examples – 4 coins); piedfort 10-pence, 1992 (small size);
double 5-pence, 1990, both sizes (2 coins); piedfort 5-pence, 1990 (small size); all in capsules and cases of issue (except where stated); together with crowns (2), 1935, 1937, these lightly cleaned, extremely fine or better (55)
£400-500
354
Miscellaneous: British coins in silver (26) and base metal (210), also tokens, counters, and medals in silver (1) and base metal (39);
brass weights (6); ancient coins (56), including an as of Faustina; banknotes (2), both Warren Fisher ten shillings, the banknotes torn,
poor to very fine, including some copies (340)
£150-250

356

357

358

359

360

361

WORLD GOLD COINS
g355
Australia, proof nugget half-oz, quarter-oz, one-tenth oz, one-twentieth oz, 1990; Belize, proof $100, 1975; China, panda 50-yuan
(half-oz), 1986, 25-yuan (quarter-oz), 1988; Isle of Man, proof crown (one-fifth oz) (2), 1989, 1990; South Africa, proof rand, 1981;
Trinidad & Tobago, proof $100, 1976, mostly mint state (11)
£1,700-1,900
‡356
*Belgium, Leopold I (1831-65), ‘100-francs’, 1853 bare head left, rev., conjoined heads of Prince Leopold, Duke of Brabant (later
King Leopold II) and the Duchess, dates below, on their marriage (Dupriez 538; Morin M1; F. 409), good very fine and rare [482 struck]
£3,000-3,500
357
*Chile, Ferdinand VI (I) (1746-60), 4-escudos, 1750 J, Santiago, 13.59g (C. & C. 52; Cal. 135), weakly struck on bust and crown
as usual, edge bruise by mint-mark, almost extremely fine with much brilliance
£1,400-1,600
‡358
*France, Merovingian, tremissis, Vienne (Isère), c. 600 (?), draped and diademed bust right, VIEN • OFETI (inverted T), rev., cross
potent on globe divding CIV-VCII, VIVOCMICIVIC (?), 1.29g (Belfort 4831; cf. MEC 418; Prou 1307), some double striking, spade marks, otherwise very fine, rare
£3,600-4,000
‡359
*France, Charles VI (1380-1422), Écu d’or à la couronne, 4th issue (29 July 1394), St. Pourçain, crowned shield, rev., floriate cross
within quadrilobe, 3.83g (Dupl. 369C; F. 291), nearly extremely fine
£420-450
‡360
*France, Charles IX (1560-74), Écu d’or au soleil, 1564, La Rochelle, crowned shield, rev., floriate cross, 3.36g (Dupl. 1057; F. 378),
extremely fine
£600-800
‡361
*France, Louis XV (1715-74), Louis d’or à la croix de Malte, 1718, Rennes, laureate bust right, rev., ‘Maltese cross’, lis in centre (Dupl.
1633; Dr. 508; F. 453), flecked flan, minor scratches, good very fine
£1,000-1,200

362

363

364

365

366

367

370

‡362
*France, Louis XV, Louis d’or aux lunettes, 1734, Lyon, draped bust left, rev., crown over two shields (Dupl. 1640; Dr. 516; F. 461),
good very fine
£500-600
‡363
*France, Louis XV, double Louis d’or au bandeau, 1743, Strasbourg, filleted head left, rev., crown over two shields (Dupl. 1642; Dr.
518; F. 463), smoothed on rim, nearly very fine
£750-850
‡364
*France, Louis XV, Louis d’or au bandeau, 1746, Lille, filleted head left, rev., crown over two shields (Dupl. 1643; Dr. 519; F. 464),
minor flan flaws, nearly extremely fine
£500-600
‡365
*France, Louis XVI (1774-93), double Louis d’or à la tête nue, 1786, La Rochelle, bust left, rev., crown over two shields (Dupl. 1706;
Dr. 604; F. 474), minor dig in field by NAV and small cut on edge, good very fine
£450-550
‡366
*France, Louis XVI, double Louis d’or à la tête nue, 1786, Bordeaux, bust left, rev., crown over two shields (Dupl. 1706; Dr. 604; F.
£300-400
474), good fine / very fine
‡367
*France, Louis XVI, Louis d’or à la tête nue, 1786, Paris, bust left, rev., crown over two shields (Dupl. 1707; Dr. 605; F. 475), some
edge smoothing, good very fine
£250-300
368
France, Napoleon III (1852-70), 50-francs, 1859 A (Gad. 1111; F. 571), good very fine; Low Countries, Holland, ducat, 1760
(Del. 775; F. 250), creased, nearly very fine (2)
£400-500
g369
France, 20-francs (2), 1856A, 1907; Germany, Prussia, 20-marks (3), 1902A, 1911A, 1912A; Netherlands, proof ducats (2), 1974,
£800-1,000
1975, the first very fine, others extremely fine to mint state (7)
370
*Germany, Brunswick, Carl Wilhelm Ferdinand (1780-1806), 10-taler, 1796 MC, crowned arms with garland, rev., value over date
£800-900
(Welter 2894; F. 725), nearly extremely fine

371

372

373

374

375

376

377

371
*Germany, Hamburg, gold bankportugalöser of 10 ducats, 1672, by J. Reteke, view of city and port with ships and small boats in foreground,
DA PACEM DOMINE IN DIEBUS NOSTRIS over, two hands from clouds holding cushion bearing Hebrew inscription Jehova over with small arms, HAMBURG in cartouche in exergue, rev., arms bearing sailing ship, supported by Apollo and Diana, Mercury between small arms of Hamburg and
open bank book over, at feet open and closed chests, bags etc., small MP to right (Marcus Petersen, senior Bankbürger) 39.76g (Gaed, III, 1603),
set within a ring mount and pierced, a little creased, many surface marks, fine or better
£1,800-2,200
372
*India, Gupta Empire, Kumaragupta I (c.414-455), gold stater, horseman type, class I, variety C, 8.04g (BMC 205-209; Bayana
1396-1432), very fine
£300-400
373
*India, a 19th-century copy of a zodiac mohur of Jahangir, Agra 1030h, year 16, Aries, 10.92g (cf BMC 323 for type), good very fine
£400-500
374
*India, Bombay Presidency, gold rupee, Surat type with privy mark 4B, struck at the Bombay mint, 0.77g (Pr. 265), two small punch£200-250
marks on edge, about extremely fine and scarce
375
*Italy, Bologna, Republic (1376-1401), anonymous coinage, bolognino d’oro, lion left holding banner, BONON-IA DOCET, rev., St. Peter
standing holding key and book, B in field to left, S PETRVS A-POSTOLVS, 3.51g (CNI X. 11.6var.; F. 113), good very fine
£1,500-2,000
Ex Astarte, Lugano, 13 September 2003, lot 1233

376
*Italy, Antignate, Giovanni II Bentivoglio (1463-1506), double ducato, capped bust right, IOANNES BENTIV-OLVS II BONONIENSIS, rev.,
arms with eagle on crest, MAXIMILIANI-IMPERA MVNVS, 7.21g (F. 59; CNI IV, 2.10 var.), possibly removed from a mount, very fine, rare, an
£7,000-10,000
appealing Renaissance portrait
Ex Astarte, Lugano, 13 September 2003, lot 1228

377
*Italy, Mantua, Lodovico II Gonzaga (1445-78), ducato, standing figure of the Marquis, cuirassed, holding sword and shield, LODOVICVS
MARCHIO MANTVE Z E, rev., St. George and the dragon, SANCTUS GE ORGIUS, 3.44g (MIR. 388; CNI. IV. 230,3; F. 515), very fine
£2,500-3,000

378

379

385

382

‡378
*Italy, Naples, Ferdinando I of Aragon (1458-94), ducato, crowned head right,
around, 3.50g (MIR 64/7; P/R 9b; F. 819), slight double striking, almost mint state

386

T

in field behind, rev., crowned shield,

FERDINANDVS...
£2,800-3,200

‡379
*Italy, Sardinia, Carlo Felice (1821-31), 80-lire, 1828, Turin, head left, rev., arms within oak wreath (MIR. 1032j; Pag. 32; F. 1132),
minor rim dents, good very fine
£600-700
380
Italy, Venice, Giovanni Gradenigo (1355-1356), ducato, 3.30g (F. 1223); Alvise II Mocenigo (1700-1709), zecchino, 3.39g (F.
1358); Alvise IV Mocenigo (1763-1778), zecchino, 3.41g (F. 1421); Lodovico Manin (1789-1797), zecchino, 3.37g (F. 1445), the
first fine and rare, the others fine to very fine, the last pierced (4)
£400-500
381
Italy, Venice, Alvise I Mocenigo (1570-1577), zecchino, 3.49g (F. 1263); Alvise II Mocenigo, zecchino, 3.42g (F. 1358);
Giovanni II Corner (1709-1722), zecchino, 3.40g (F. 1372); Alvise III Mocenigo (1722-1732), zecchino, 3.45g (F. 1379); Alvise
IV Mocenigo, zecchino, 3.45g (F. 1421); together with a contemporary forgery of a zecchino of Francesco Loredan, 2.94g, fine to good
very fine (6)
£400-500
382
*Italy, Venice, Francesco Loredan (1752-62), osella, 1752, Anno I, the Madonna and Child on plinth, St. Mark and the Doge to
left and right, lion on ground, G· A· C in exergue, S* M* V* FRANC* – LAVRED* D* around, rev., legend and dates in five lines within ornate
cartouche (CNI 93; Jes. 274; Pa. 235), set within an ornate mount and scroll-work loop suspender, weakly struck on the central figures
but an attractive piece, good very fine
£1,000-1,200
383
Italy, Venice, Paolo Renier (1779-1789), zecchini (3), 3.38g, 3.45g, 3.42g (F. 1434), good very fine (3)

£250-300

384
Italy, Venice, Lodovico Manin (1789-1797), zecchini (4), 3.47g, 3.45g, 3.44g, 3.44g (F. 1445), very fine (4)

£350-400

‡385
*Japan, 2-yen, Meiji 3 (A.D. 1870) (JNDA 4; F. 48), minor flan flaw by end of left banner, extremely fine

£1,000-1,200

‡386
*Low Countries, Westfriesland, ducat, 1638 (Delm. 836; F. 294), minor surface scratches on obverse, otherwise good extremely fine
£380-420
387
Low Countries, Westfriesland, ducat, 1675, 3.37g (Delm. 836; F. 294), mount removed from edge otherwise very fine; Kampen,
28-stuivers, 1618? (Delm. 1113), fine; together with Holy Roman Empire, Charles VI (1711-1740), silver taler, 1734, Kremnitz (Dav.
1060), very fine (3)
£150-200

388

389

390

392

393

‡388
*Portugal, Michael I (1828-34), peça (7,500 réis), 1830, large laureate bust right, rev., crowned arms within palm branches (Gomes
16.01; F. 138), minor surface marks, good very fine
£2,200-2,400
389
*Russia, Nicholas II (1894-1917), imitative 4-ducats, 1905, Kovnica mint (Belgrade), bust of Franz Joseph I of Austria right, titles
of Alexander II around, MX monogram in field behind bust, rev., crowned Russian double eagle over value, RUSS POLSKE FINLAN LOD ILL REX
£400-600
A 1905 around, Yugoslav crown countermark to right of value, 12.76g (Bitkin 8; Fuchs 5), nearly extremely fine, scarce
These imitative issues were struck for use in the Balkans, and are often found pierced.

g390
*Singapore, $150, 1969, commemorating the sesquicentenary of the founding of Singapore, arms, rev., the Raffles lighthouse (F. 1;
KM.7), mint state, in fitted case of issue
£550-650
391
South Africa, George VI, proof set, 1952, gold £1 to bronze farthing (11 coins) (KM. PS24), some fingermarks, toned, otherwise
almost mint state; together with Kruger, halfcrowns (4), 1896, generally very fine (15)
£300-350
‡392
*Spain, Catholic kings, Ferdinand & Isabella (1474-1504), double excelente, Seville, crowned portraits vis-à-vis, rosette of 4 pellets over, a single pellet and group of 5 small pellets between portraits, S below, rev., arms on eagle, 6.83g (Cal. 69; F. 129), good fine
£1,200-1,500
‡393
*Spain, Catholic kings, Ferdinand & Isabella, double excelente, Seville, crowned portraits vis-à-vis, star over, pellet between por£1,700-2,000
traits, S below, rev., arms on eagle, 6.98g (Cal. 69; F. 129), very fine, good portraits

394

395

396

‡394
*Spain, Carlos II (1665-1700), cob type 8-escudos, 1670, Seville, M, crowned arms, S M on left, rev., cross within quadrilobe, 26.86g
(Cal. 44; F. 217), poorly struck as usual, good very fine for issue
£4,000-5,000
‡395
*Switzerland, Confederation, 100-francs, 1925 B (Bern), Vreneli type (F. 502; DT 291) almost mint state [5,000 struck]

£6,000-7,000

‡396
*Switzerland, gold medal, 1952, on the 350th anniversary of the Escalade of Geneva, representation of a Geneva 12-sols of 1602 in
centre of both sides, 350ÈME ANNIVERSAIRE DE L’ESCALADE 1602-1952 around on raised rim on obverse, decorated border on similar rim on
reverse, 49.38g, hall-marked on edge 0.750, mint state
£1,000-1,200
g397
U.S.A., Constitution Bicentennial commemorative $5, 1987, ‘bullion’ $10/one-quarter oz 1996 (2); Canada, $10 / one-quarter oz, 1984;
£1,000-1,200
Mexico, 5-pesos (4), 1906, 1955 (3), the Mexican very fine, others mint state (8)
398
Coin bracelet: a gold bracelet to which are attached ten gold coins comprising guineas (4), half-guinea, third-guineas (2), half-sovereign, and
a Roman solidus of Honorius, Ravenna mint; also with two gilt tokens, a small gold medallion and a gold padlock, sweated and gilt, fair to fine
(13)
£1,400-1,800

399

400

401

402

403

405

A COLLECTION OF RUSSIAN COINS
‡399
*Peter I (1689-1725), rouble, 1719, Kadashevsky mint (Bitk. 247; Diakov 3; Uzd. 581), edge damage, some flan flaws, fields tooled,
otherwise fine to good fine
£200-250
‡400
*Peter I, rouble, 1720, Kadashevsky mint, palm branch on chest (Bitk. 423; Diakov 87; Uzd. 591), some light scratches in fields, otherwise very fine
£300-400
‡401
*Peter I, rouble, 1721, Kadashevsky mint, engraver’s mark K, palm branch on chest, large rosette above head (Bitk. 483; Diakov 22£150-200
24; Uzd. 598), obverse gilt, some tooling and scratching, otherwise about very fine
‡402
*Peter I, rouble, 1723, Red mint, ‘tiger’ type, rosettes in legend (Bitk. 861; Diakov 41-42; Uzd. 606), flan flaws on obverse, good fine
£200-250
‡403
*Peter I, rouble, 1723, Red mint, ‘seaman’ type (Bitk. 905 var.; Diakov 52; Uzd. 610), scratched on both sides, flan flaws on reverse,
otherwise very fine
£200-250
‡404
Peter I, roubles (2): 1724, Red mint, ‘seaman’ type, trefoil stops (Bitk. 946; Diakov 21 var.; Uzd. 617); 1725, Red mint, ‘seaman’ type, rev.,
pellet in centre (Bitk. 974; Diakov 43; Uzd. 625), first plugged, second with some edge damage, otherwise both very fine (2)
£300-400
‡405
*Peter I, rouble, 1725, Red mint, ‘seaman’ type (Bitk. 975; Diakov 48; Uzd. 625), surfaces lightly scratched on both sides, otherwise
good very fine
£400-500

406

407

408

409

410

411

412
‡406
*Peter I, poltina, 1704, Kadashevsky mint (Bitk. 534; Diakov 14; Uzd. 468), very fine, scarce

£1,000-1,200

‡407
*Peter I, poltina, 1718, Kadashevsky mint, with mintmaster’s initials OK (?) and engraver’s initial L, no arabesque on chest (Bitk.
£400-500
601/611; Diakov 27/9; Uzd. 559), flan flaw across obverse, otherwise fine, very rare
‡408
*Peter I, poltina, 1721, Kadashevsky mint, palm branch on chest (Bitk. 681; Diakov 11; Uzd. 600), old obverse scrapes, very fine £500-700
‡409
*Peter I, poltina, 1723, Red mint, ‘tiger’ type (Bitk. 1049; Diakov 6; Uzd. 613), about very fine

£300-400

‡410
*Catherine I (1725-1727), rouble, 1725, St. Petersburg, mintmark on rev. (Bitk. 115; Diakov 41; Uzd. 634), minor flan flaws on
£300-400
reverse, otherwise about very fine
‡411
*Catherine I, rouble, 1726, Red mint, bust left (Bitk. 24; Diakov 10; Uzd. 644), about very fine

£400-500

‡412
*Catherine I, poltina, 1726, St. Petersburg, bust left (Bitk. 200; Diakov 23; Uzd. 649), last number of date altered from 6 to 7, reverse
double-struck, otherwise fine, rare
£300-400

413

414

415

416

417

418

‡413
*Peter II (1727-1730), rouble, 1727, Red mint (Bitk. 23; Diakov 2; Uzd. 671), minor rim marks, about very fine
‡414
*Peter II, rouble, 1728, Kadashevsky mint, rayed star on breast (Bitk. 80; Diakov 37-42; Uzd. 686), good very fine

£300-400

£1,000-1,200

‡415
*Peter II, rouble, 1729, Kadashevsky mint, ribbon on cuirass (Bitk. 117; Diakov 24; Uzd. 690), some edge knocks and other contact
£600-800
marks, otherwise very fine
‡416
*Anna (1730-1740), rouble, 1732, Kadashevsky mint (Bitk. 50; Diakov 15; Uzd. 703), many contact marks, otherwise very fine
£300-400
‡417
*Anna, rouble, 1733, Kadashevsky mint (Bitk. 70; Diakov 28; Uzd. 706), good very fine

£600-800

‡418
*Anna, rouble, 1736, Kadashevsky mint (Bitk. 125; Diakov 1; Uzd. 726), light scratches on reverse, otherwise good very fine

£500-700

419

420

421

422

423

‡419
*Anna, rouble, 1737, Kadashevsky mint, rev., no crosses on crowns (Bitk. -; Diakov -; Uzd. 729), centres weak, otherwise very fine,
very rare
£400-500
‡420
*Anna, poltina, 1739, Red mint (Bitk. 215; Diakov 1; Uzd. 745), very fine with some toning, scarce
‡421
*Ivan III (1740-1741), poltina, 1741, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 42; Diakov 7; Uzd. 763), very fine, rare

£600-800

£4,000-5,000

‡422
*Elizabeth (1741-1761), rouble, 1742, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 244; Diakov 31; Uzd. 770), contact marks and scratches, flan flaw on
reverse, otherwise very fine
£200-250
‡423
*Elizabeth, rouble, 1743, Red mint (Bitk. 109; Diakov 53; Uzd. 781), very fine

£300-400

424

425

426

427

428

429

‡424
*Elizabeth, rouble, 1744, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 257; Diakov 109; Uzd. 787), light scratches in obverse field, otherwise very fine
£300-400
‡425
*Elizabeth, rouble, 1745, Red mint (Bitk. 117; Diakov 127; Uzd. 796), some scratches, otherwise very fine

£250-300

‡426
*Elizabeth, rouble, 1749, Red mint (Bitk. 121; Diakov 1; Uzd. 821), graffiti in obverse field, some scratches, otherwise very fine
£200-250
‡427
*Elizabeth, rouble, 1754 EI, Red mint (Bitk. 134; Diakov 301; Uzd. 863), very fine

£400-500

‡428
*Elizabeth, poltina, 1744, Red mint (Bitk. 147; Diakov 114; Uzd. 792), some light scratches, about very fine

£400-500

‡429
*Elizabeth, polupoltinnik, 1748, Red mint (Bitk. 161; Diakov 187; Uzd. 818), in PCGS holder graded XF45

£200-250

430

431

432

433

434

436

‡430
*Peter III (1761-1762), rouble, 1762 HK, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 11; Diakov 7; Uzd. 924), flan flaws on obverse, good fine, scarce
£500-700
‡431
*Catherine II (1762-1796), rouble, 1763 ЯI, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 184; Diakov 21; Uzd. 945), very fine

£300-400

‡432
*Catherine II, rouble, 1764 CA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 186; Diakov 51; Uzd. 954), two edge flaws, otherwise good very fine £400-500
‡433
*Catherine II, rouble, 1765 ЯI, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 187; Diakov 81; Uzd. 967), very fine

£300-400

‡434
*Catherine II, rouble, 1768 CA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 205; Diakov 202; Uzd. 1006), very fine

£300-400

‡435
Catherine II, roubles (2): 1768 CA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 205; Diakov 202; Uzd. 1006); 1772 ЯЧ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 212; Diakov 278;
£200-300
Uzd. 1046), both with some scratches, about very fine (2)
‡436
*Catherine II, rouble, 1769 CA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 206; Diakov 224; Uzd. 1020), very fine

£300-400

437

438

439

440

441

442

‡437
*Catherine II, rouble, 1770 ЯЧ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 209; Diakov 245; Uzd. 1030), very fine

£300-400

‡438
*Catherine II, rouble, 1771 ЯЧ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 210; Diakov 261; Uzd. 1039), about very fine

£200-250

‡439
*Catherine II, rouble, 1773 ЯЧ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 216; Diakov 291; Uzd. 1051), very fine

£300-400

‡440
*Catherine II, rouble, 1774 ΘЛ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 218; Diakov 306; Uzd. 1057), some deposit, a few minor marks, otherwise about
extremely fine
£400-500
‡441
*Catherine II, rouble, 1774 ΘЛ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 218; Diakov 306; Uzd. 1057), flan flaws on reverse, about very fine £250-300
‡442
*Catherine II, rouble, 1777 ΘЛ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 224; Diakov 357; Uzd. 1081), some light scrapes, flan flaws on reverse, otherwise about very fine
£200-250

443

444

445

446

448

449
‡443
*Catherine II, rouble, 1780 ИЗ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 228; Diakov 403; Uzd. 1104), edge flaw, otherwise very fine

£300-400

‡444
*Catherine II, rouble, 1786 ЯA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 242; Diakov 528; Uzd. 1160), good fine

£150-200

‡445
*Catherine II, poltina, 1762 ДM, Red mint (Bitk. 135; Diakov 9; Uzd. 938), scratched, fine

£300-400

‡446
*Catherine II, poltina, 1763 ЯI, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 273; Diakov 24; Uzd. 948), about very fine

£300-400

‡447
Catherine II, polupoltinnik, 1765 EI, Red mint (Bitk. 140; Diakov 85; Uzd. 972); 20-kopeks, 1771, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 379; Diakov
£200-250
264; Uzd. 1042), both very fine, the first in TruGrade holder graded EF40 (2)
‡448
*Catherine II, copper 5-kopeks, 1766, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 570; Diakov 146; Brekke 216), overstruck on Peter III 10-kopeks, 1762,
very fine, undertype clear, scarce
£200-250
‡449
*Paul I (1796-1801), rouble, 1798 MБ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 32; Uzd. 1279), scrapes on obverse, otherwise very fine

£200-250

450

452

456

457

458

‡450
*Alexander I (1801-1825), rouble, 1804 ФГ, Banking mint (Bitk. 38; Uzd. 1353), very fine

£200-250

‡451
Alexander I, roubles (2): 1805 ФГ, Banking mint (Bitk. 40; Uzd. 1357); 1810 ФГ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 75; Uzd. 1384), the first good
fine, the second about very fine (2)
£200-250
‡452
*Nicholas I (1825-1855), commemorative rouble, 1834, Alexander I Monument (Bitk. 894; Uzd. 4190), some contact marks, otherwise about extremely fine
£400-500
‡453
Nicholas I, roubles (2): 1843 AЧ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 186; Uzd. 1614); 1844 KБ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 205; Uzd. 1622), the first about
extremely fine, the second very fine with minor edge knocks (2)
£200-300
‡454
Nicholas I, roubles (2): 1846 ПA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 208; Uzd. 1640); 1848 HI, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 213; Uzd. 1659), both with minor
marks, the first extremely fine, the second very fine (2)
£200-300
‡455
Nicholas I, roubles (3): 1851 ПA, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 228; Uzd. 1686); 1853 HI, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 232; Uzd. 1704); 1855 HI, St.
Petersburg (Bitk. 235; Uzd. 1720), all with minor marks, otherwise very fine to extremely fine (3)
£300-400
‡456
*Nicholas I, 1½-roubles / 10-zlotych, 1836 HГ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 1090; Uzd. 4118), about extremely fine

£300-400

‡457
*Alexander II (1855-1881), commemorative rouble, 1859, Nicholas I Monument (Bitk. 567; Uzd. 4194), minor marks in fields,
£500-700
extremely fine
‡458
*Alexander III (1881-1894), rouble, 1883, coronation commemorative (Bitk. 217; Uzd. 4195), in NGC holder graded MS61

£400-500

460

461

465

466

467

‡459
Alexander III, roubles (2): 1886 AГ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 60; Uzd. 2002); 1887 AГ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 61; Uzd. 2012), the second
with contact marks and edge knocks, otherwise both very fine (2)
£200-300
‡460
*Alexander III, rouble, 1894 AГ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 78; Uzd. 2058), about extremely fine

£300-400

‡461
*Nicholas II (1894-1917), commemorative rouble, 1898, Alexander II Monument (Bitk. 323; Uzd. 4198), some marks and scratches, otherwise good very fine, scarce
£600-800
‡462
Nicholas II, roubles (3): 1896, 1897, 1898, in ANACS holders graded AU55, AU55, and AU58, edges not visible (3)

£300-400

‡463
Nicholas II, roubles (3): 1899, 1907, 1911, in ANACS holders graded AU58, AU50, and AU53, edges not visible (3)

£300-400

‡464
Nicholas II, rouble, 1912 ЭБ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 66; Uzd. 2187); 50-kopeks, 1913 ЭБ, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 92; Uzd. 2197), the first
in NGC holder graded MS62, the second cleaned otherwise about very fine, rare (2)
£200-250
‡465
*Nicholas II, commemorative rouble, 1912, War of 1812 Centenary (Bitk. 334; Uzd. 4200), some marks and scratches, good very fine
£300-400
‡466
*Nicholas II, rouble, 1914 BC, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 69; Uzd. 2207), good very fine with some toning, scarce

£200-250

‡467
*Nicholas II, rouble, 1915 BC, St. Petersburg (Bitk. 70; Uzd. 2213), extremely fine, scarce

£300-400

470

Ex 475

WORLD SILVER AND BASE METAL COINS
468
Alderney Islands, Elizabeth II, proof £50, 2002, on the Queen’s Golden Jubilee, rev., Westminster Abbey and coronation procession; silver,
£350-450
partly gilt, containing 1 kilogram of silver (KM 62), mint state, in capsule and fitted blue case of issue (hinges broken)
469
Australia, George V, shilling, 1915, fine; George VI, crowns (2), 1937, nearly extremely fine, and 1938, good very fine, scarce; South
Africa, Kruger, halfcrown, 1896, two-shillings, 1897, nearly extremely fine, shilling, 1894, very fine, sixpence, 1895 and threepence,
£250-300
1894, fine, stained (8)
470
*British Guiana (Essequebo & Demerara), William IV, 3-guilders, 1832, bare head right, rev., crowned 3 within wreath, date
below (Pr. 6; KM. 21), very fine, very rare – the rarest date for the type
£800-1,000
471
British West Africa, George V, florins (31), 1913 (7), 1914H, 1916H (11), 1918H (4), 1919 (2), 1919H (6) and shillings (41), 1913 (6),
£200-300
1913H (3), 1914 (4), 1914H (9), 1916H (5), 1917H (8), 1918H (4), 1919 (2), generally fine to very fine, some better (72)
472
British West Africa, George V, florins (65), 1916H (19), 1918H (25), 1919 (6), 1919H (15), good very fine to extremely fine (65)
£600-800
473
Denmark, Christian IX (1863-1906), 2-kroner, 1876 HC/CS, 1-krone, 1892 HC/CS (KM. 797.1, 98.1), nearly mint state; Christian X (191247), al.-bronze 2-kroner, 1924 HCN/GJ (KM. 825.1), good fine, rare; 1-krone, 1915 AH/VBP (KM. 819), good very fine (4)
£150-200
474
Denmark, commemorative 2-kroners: Christian IX, 2-kroner, 1888 (1), 1892 (1), 1903, 40th anniversary (1), 1903, death (2) (KM.
800, 802, 803); Christian X, 2-kroner, 1912 (1), 1916 (2), 1923 (2), 1930 (3), 1937 (4), 1945 (4) (KM. 811, 820, 821, 829, 830, 836);
Frederik IX, 2-kroner, 1953 (2), 1958 (2), 1960 (1) (KM. 844, 845, 852), the first cleaned, very fine, others mostly extremely fine to
mint state (26)
£250-350
475
*Egypt, a group of four pattern five-pounds, undated (2007), all bimetallic with brass outer ring and nickel core, struck at the Abbasia
Mint, Cairo, types with facing bust of Queen Nefertiti between EGP and 5, facing bust of Queen Nefertiti with 5 to left, facing bust of
Queen Nefertiti without inscription, and Arabic inscriptions and value; all with rev., Arabic word Aina (pattern), all virtually as struck, rare
(4)
£700-1,000

476

481

479

482

484

476
*Germany, Dortmund, city, taler, 1635, crowned cuirassed half bust of Ferdinand II right shouldering sceptre and holding sword, with
large ruff, date in field to right, titles around, rev., eagle (Dav. 5212; Berghaus 165), irregular flan, about very fine, rare £1,200-1,500
477
Germany, Frankfurt, double taler, 1841 (J.15; Dav. 640), cleaned, minor edge knock, good very fine; Switzerland, 5-francs, 1923B
(DT 299; Dav. 393), nearly very fine; Ireland, George I, copper halfpenny, 1723 (S. 6601), good fine; Isle of Man, copper Bank
Halfpenny token 1811, and halfpenny token, 1831 (Davis 9, 25), good fine (5)
£120-180
478
India, Bombay Presidency, assorted copper coins (40), mostly fair to fine, a few better (40)

£100-150

479
*India, Madras Presidency, rupee, in the name of Aurangzeb, Chinapatan, year 40, 11.54g (Pr. 113), a few small punchmarks, very
£200-250
fine and very rare
480
India, Mughal, Jahangir, 19th century imitation of a zodiacal rupee, Gemini type, very fine; with eastern coins etc (15) including Iranian
2000 and 5000 dinars, 1306h, some fine (16)
£150-200
481
*Italy, Mantua, Guido Gonzaga Capitano II (1360-69), aquilino, eagle, rev., cross (MIR 371; CNI IV, 223.3), toned, very fine
£100-150
482
*Italy, Mantua, Ludovico III Gonzaga (1445-78), half-testone, cross, eagles in angles, rev., tabernacle (MIR. 393; CNI IV, 232.20),
very fine
£300-400
483
Italy, Mantua, Ludovico III Gonzaga, soldino, laureate head left rev., radiate sun, no legend (MIR 399; CNI IV, 260.1), minor dent,
very fine; together with Mantuan merchant’s token, c. 1400, billon, shield, FRANCISCVS· M M N, rev., two clasped hands, T/ERN(V)M INAE,
14.5mm, slight lustre, almost extremely fine (2)
£300-400
484
*Italy, Mantua, Francesco III Gonzaga (1540-50), half-giulio, crowned arms, FR· DVX· MAN· II· ET
498; CNI. IV, 295.34var.), some weakness, slightly irregular edge, about extremely fine

MAR· MON· FER·,

rev., tabernacle (MIR.
£500-600

485
Mexico, Carlos III (1759-88), 8-reales, 1770 MF, Mexico City (Cal. 910), very fine, weak at top; U.S.A., dime, 1836, fine; together
with miscellaneous world coins in silver (26) and base metal (84), fair to very fine (112)
£250-350
486
Mexico, Carlos III, 8-reales, 1784 FM, Mexico City (Cal. 936), lightly cleaned, minor flan flaw, nearly extremely fine; Germany, Saxony, 5mark, 1895 E (J. 125), very fine; together with other world coins in silver (5) and base metal (3), fair to very fine (8)
£120-150

491

492

487
Poland, Stanislaus August Poniatowski (1764-95), taler, 1788 (H.Cz. 3300; Dav. 1621); other silver coins of Poland (6) and Danzig
(1); together with Malta, Antonio Manoel de Vilhena, 4 tari, 1723 (RS 99), Germany, Saxony, 3-mark, 1911, and Repubic,
Humboldt, proof 5-mark, 1967 F (J. 395; KM. 120.1), the last toned, almost mint state, others generally fine (11)
£200-300
488
Southern Rhodesia, George V, halfcrowns (8), 1932 (2), 1934 (2), 1935 (2), 1936 (2), shilling, 1934 (KM. 3, 5); George VI,
halfcrowns (13), 1937 (2), 1938 (2), 1939 (2), 1940 (2), 1941 (2), 1942 (2), 1946 (1), shillings (2), 1937, 1939, sixpence, 1939, three£300-400
pence, 1939 (KM. 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18), nearly extremely fine to extremely fine (26)
‡489
Spanish Netherlands, Philip IV (1621-1665), patagons (2): Artois, 1627 (Delm. 298); Antwerp, 1633 (Delm. 293); together with
£300-400
a German silver baptismal medal, by Loos, 39mm, very fine, the first rare (3)
490
Straits Settlements, Edward VII, dollars (2), 1904 B incuse, large size, and 1907, small size (Pr. 4, 5; KM. 25, 26), the first extremely fine, the second nearly extremely fine; George V, dollar, 1920, 50-cents, 1920 (Pr. 10, 36; KM. 23, 33), the first extremely fine, the
second almost mint state; together with India, George VI, rupee, 1938, Bombay (Pr. 234), almost extremely fine (5)
£150-200
491
*Sweden, Karl XI (1604-11), 20-mark, 1606, Stockholm, laureate, cuirassed and mantled figure of king standing left, holding sword
and orb, a table to his right bearing crown with crossed key and sceptre, 20 M S in field to left, all within two circles of legend, radiate
Jehova above, rev., crowned arms within two circles of fifteen small and fourteen large shields, 97.48g (SM 27; Dav. 573), good very
fine, rare
£3,500-4,500
492
*U.S.A., dollar, 1799, draped bust type, normal date, 7+6 stars, removed from a brooch mount, repaired in field to left and right of
£600-800
bust, lightly pitted obverse field, fine
493
U.S.A., miscellaneous coins including silver dollars (16), other coins in silver (7) and base metal (22); together with various modern
world coins in silver (5) and base metal (37), silver medals (2), a few fair, mostly very fine to uncirculated (89)
£150-200
494
Miscellaneous: ancient coins (13) including siliquae of Gratian (3, two damaged), together with world coins, tokens (including an
engraved 19th century copper token), reckoning counters and a weight, in silver (3) and base metal (53), fair to very fine (69)
£150-200

495
Miscellaneous world coins and tokens in silver (21) and base metal (68), and sestertii (2) of Hadrian and Faustina I, generally fine to
very fine (91)
£200-250
496
Miscellaneous world coins and tokens in silver (15) and base metal (98), generally fine to very fine (113)

£150-200

497
*Coin Cabinet: a substantial and well preserved George IV period rosewood veneered coin cabinet on stand, with panelled double
doors, with lock and key, and fitted with two stacks of drawers, each side comprising 26 drawers pierced for coins of various diameters
and a further 4 plain drawers, the cabinet set upon ornate stand; 90cms wide x 40cms deep x 54cms high and set upon stand with an
additional height of 66cms, in very fine condition
£1,200-1,500

498
*Coin Cabinet: a 19th century Indian rosewood veneered coin cabinet, the rectangular moulded top incorporating a single drawer, the panelled double doors, with lock but lacking key, opening to reveal five drawers, each of which contains five velvet-lined trays, mostly fitted to contain coins of various sizes, the interior of the doors leather bound in red and gilt morocco, the sides with wooden carrying handles and the top
and front doors inlaid with mother-of pearl floral motifs, 38cms wide x 28cms x 43cms high, requiring some restoration
£300-400
499
Cabinet: a large late 19th century oak collector's cabinet, with single glazed door and fitted with 8 drawers with ornate veneer work
£300-400
(each drawer 5.5cms deep), with lock and key, 62cms wide x 40cms deep x 70cms high, in very fine condition

BANKNOTES
500
Egypt, Central Bank of Egypt, group of six specimen notes, comprising 1978-79 issue, One Pound and twenty Pounds; 1980-81 issue,
Twenty-Five and Fifty Piastres, Five Pounds; 1989-94 issue, One Hundred Pounds, all stamped specimen in Arabic on the obverse and
in English on the reverse, One Pound additionally punch-cancelled and One Hundred Pounds numbered 363 in Arabic (cf. Pick 50, 52,
£200-300
54-56, 61), extremely fine (6)

Ex 501
501
*Jordan, Central Bank of Jordan, 1975-92 issue, group of five specimen notes, comprising half-dinar, dinar, 5 dinars, 10 dinars and
20 dinars, all stamped specimen in English both sides (Pick 17s2, 18s2, 19s1, 20s1, 21s1), first four with printers’ guide-marks in red
ballpoint, all overprinted SPECIMEN in red ink on both sides, extremely fine (5)
£200-300
502
Kuwait, Central Bank of Kuwait, 1994 issue, set of six specimen notes comprising quarter-dinar, half-dinar, dinar, 5 dinars, 10 dinars and
20 dinars, all stamped SPECIMEN in Arabic on the obverse and English on the reverse (cf. Pick 23-28), extremely fine (6)
£200-300
503
Russia, State Credit Note for 1 rouble, 1872 (Pick A41) generally fine

£100-150

504
Sudan, Central Bank of Sudan, 2006 issue, group of six specimen notes, comprising: One Sudanese Pound, SA00000189, stamped
SPECIMEN in English and Arabic on obverse, Two Sudanese Pounds, BA00000000, stamped SPECIMEN in English and Arabic on obverse, with
additional specimen punch marks, Five Sudanese Pounds, CA00000000, stamped SPECIMEN in English on obverse, with additional specimen punch marks, Ten Sudanese Pounds, 0A00000000, stamped SPECIMEN in English both sides, Twenty Sudanese Pounds, EA00000000,
stamped SPECIMEN in English on obverse, with additional specimen punch marks, Fifty Sudanese Pounds, FA00000000, stamped SPECIMEN
in English on obverse, with additional specimen punch marks (cf. Pick 64-69), extremely fine (6)
£200-300
505
Traveller’s Cheques, American Exchange in Europe, specimen £20 and £50 cheques, London 188-, zero serial numbers in red and
overprinted SPECIMEN, with vignette of George Washington and American Exchange in Europe logo, with two signatories, reverse with
manuscript note ‘On Demand’, good very fine, with photocopies of the American Exchange Weekly Journal, 25 July 1883 and articles
£200-300
relating to the collapse of the company (2)

Ex 541

506

Ex 507

Ex 512

513

Starting no earlier than 4.00pm
A COLLECTION OF MEDALS AND OTHER ITEMS RELATING TO
EDWARD VIII
formed by the late Neville Ebsworth of Southwold (1922-2009)
COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS & COINS
Specialist Reference: Giordano, J.S., Portraits of a Prince: Coins, Medals and Banknotes of Edward VIII, London, 2009 (Gi.)
506
*Investiture as Prince of Wales, 1911, copper medal, by Fattorini, uniformed bust half left (as Gi. CM31), EDWARD PRINCE OF WALES
around, rev., plumes, INVESTITURE CARNARVON CASTLE around, JULY 1911 on ribbon below, 32mm (as Gi. CM33), almost mint state, in original fitted card case with maker’s name Fattorini (illustrated); official silver medal (3), by W. Goscombe John, 32mm (Gi. CM23b; BHM
4079), the first toned, mint state, others extremely fine and these in cases of issue; bronze medal by Vaughtons, uniformed bust facing, rev., crest over inscription, 32mm (Gi. CM28b), extremely fine, in case of issue (5)
£150-200
The first medal is unrecorded in Giordano and BHM. The design is identical to that of the larger medal, Gi. CM33 (38mm) except that the bust
does not reach the edge. CM31 is of the same size and has an identical bust, but has a Welsh legend and different reverse. They are listed in
BHM as “probably by Messrs Vaughton” but the fitted case would appear to indicate that they were issued by Fattorini & Sons Ltd.

507
*Visit to the United States, 1919, American Numismatic Society silver medal, by John Flanagan, uniformed bust right, plumes to right, rev.,
figure of Columbia standing on dais in welcome, oak branches to left and right, inscription in 9 lines to left, 62mm (Gi. CM44b; BHM 4136; Eimer
1968), numbered on edge 77, from an issue of 145 specimens, extremely fine (illustrated); A.N.S. bronze medal, similar, 62mm (Gi. CM44a;
BHM 4136; Eimer 1968), numbered on edge 30, from an issue of 227 specimens, good very fine (2)
£150-200
508
Visit to Bombay, 1921, oval copper medal with plumes-shaped suspender, by C. Thomas, head right, EDWARD PRINCE OF WALES, rev., VISIT
OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS BOMBAY NOVEMBER 1921 in six lines on plain field, 32 x 60mm (Gi. CM64a), good very fine, scarce; Visit to Patna,
1921, copper medal, by C. Thomas, head right within oval frame, EDWARD PRINCE OF WALES, design as the Bombay visit medal with floral
sprays added at sides, rev.,
about very fine, rare (2)

VISIT OF HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PATNA

22ND

DEC

1921 around plain field, 41mm (Gi. CM65b), pierced as issued,
£150-200

509
Malaya-Borneo Exhibition, 1922, copper medal, by C. Thomas, head right, rev., MALAYA BORNEO EXHIBITION over, Britannia to right of view of
local village, AWARDED TO over blank cartouche below, 45mm (Gi. CM 67a), mint state, in fitted case of issue; Return to Great Britain, 1922,
oval bronze medal, by F. Bowcher for Spink, crowned bust left, within cartouche framed rim, ornate suspension loop, rev., three vertical plumes
dividing date, WELCOME over, HOME below, 34 x 50mm (Gi. CM68a; Eimer 1979), extremely fine (2)
£100-150
510
Visit to Tembululand, Umtata, 1925, white metal medal, uniformed bust left, rev., arms, MUNICIPALITY OF UMTATA TEMBULULAND around, 33mm
(Gi. CM104a), pierced as issued, lacking the ribbon, nearly very fine, rare; Visit to Rhodesia, 1925, silver medal, by W.J. Dingley, bust threequarters left, HRH PRINCE OF WALES VISIT TO BROKEN HILL RHODESIA around, rev., plumes, OPENING OF MULUNGUSHI POWER STATION 1925 around; hallmarked
£150-200
in field, 32mm (Gi. CM105), with suspension loop and ring as issued, nearly extremely fine, rare (2)
511
Visit to Argentina, August 1925, silver medal, by J.M. Lubary, head right, rev., arms of Great Britain and Argentina on wreath, VISITA LA REPUBLICA ARGENTINA •AGOSTO 1925•, 51mm (Gi. CM 107b; BHM 4201; Eimer 2000), reverse scratches, good very fine; another, in
brass, a little rubbed, very fine, in original fitted card case (2)
£150-200
512
*Royal Welsh Agricultural Society, silver prize medal, 1926, by Elkington & Co., plain head right without legend, raised rim, rev.,
circular scroll inscribed THE ROYAL WELSH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY etc., plumes and dragon, around plain field engraved TOM JAMES, CHAMPION WELSH
PONY, 1926, hallmarked 1926 by Elkington & Co., 45mm (Gi. CM90), extremely fine, scarce, in fitted case; another, 1935, engraved WON
£200-300
BY T. YOUNG CHAMPION CHEESE 1936, hallmarked 1935 by Mappin & Webb, edge knocks, nearly very fine, rare (2)
The latest specimen of this medal recorded in Giordano dates from 1929. The second example in this lot (illustrated) is particularly interesting
as being a much later issue from the year of the accession and abdication.

513
*Brazil, St. John del Rey Mining Company Centenary, 1930, gold medal, miner holding drill at rock-face, PROFUNDIS across, hammer behind, signed AGIL by edge, rev., hill with cross on top, MORRO VELHO on ground, CENTENARIO ST JOHN DEL REY MINING COMPANY BRASIL in
four lines, MDCCCXXX over, MDCCCCXXX below, 39mm, 51.3g, some edge marks, extremely fine and rare
£700-900
The Prince of Wales visited Brazil from 25th March to 12th April 1931 in order to promote trade with Great Britain. Medals are recorded in
Giordano commemorating his visits to Lima, Peru in February of that year and Buenos Aires, Argentina, earlier in March 1931 (Gi. CM 131-2).
Although the occasion on which this medal was presented has not been traced, the Prince of Wales is known to have been in the area of the
company headquarters on the 4th April when he visited Belo Horizonte. The St. John del Rey Mining Company was a British gold mining enterprise, with a labour force mainly consisting of Cornish emigrants. The mine at Morro Velho grew to be the biggest private enterprise in the Minais
Gerais region, almost equaling the revenues of the government.

514

515

517

Ex 519

514
*Royal Warrant Holders Association, 1936, silver medal by J. Pinches & Co., crowned bust right, EDWARDUS VIII REX ET IMPERATOR on
raised border, rev., THE ROYAL WARRANT HOLDERS ASSOCIATION on raised border around plain field, 23mm (Gi. CM163), crown-shaped sus£200-300
pender with loop, purple and yellow ribbon with silver brooch-bar, pin-back, toned, extremely fine, very rare
Pinches used a portrait supplied by the Royal Mint for this medal

515
*Abdication, 1936, gold medal, by L.E. Pinches for Pinches, crowned bust right, KING EDWARD VIII, signed L.E.P.36. on truncation, rev.,
ASCENDED THE THRONE JAN 20TH 1936 ABDICATED DEC. 10TH 1936 in six lines within wreath, 35mm, 34.66g (Gi. CM347d; BHM 4277), mint
£800-1,200
state, only 100 struck
See lot 528 below with note.

516
Abdication, 1936, three large black bakelite medals or plaques consisting of the entire script of the abdication speech, 22 lines on the
obverse, 30 lines on the reverse, with heading KING EDWARD VIII FAREWELL SPEECH BROADCAST FROM WINDSOR CASTLE ON 11TH DECEMBER 1936, the
heading divided by a square panel for a postage stamp, by Clang Ltd (1937), 114mm (3 examples, one with a postage stamp in the
£200-300
panel (Gi. CM343; BHM 4272), double pierced for suspension as issued, extremely fine, a few minor chips on rims (3)
517
*Proposed Coronation, 1937 (struck 1936), gold medal, by Turner & Simpson, crowned bust right, EDWARD VIII KING AND EMPEROR 1937, rev.,
Britannia standing right holding wreath, Westminster Abbey behind, CORONATION 1937 on panel below; stamped incuse T & S 9CT GOLD in field on
right, with integral loop and ring, 25.5 mm, 10.16g (Gi. CM279v; BHM 4298), about extremely fine, this size unrecorded in gold
£150-200
518
Proposed Coronation, 1937 (struck 1936), silver medal, by Dunbar for Fenwick, crowned, cloaked bust right, H.M. EDWARD VIII KING AND
EMPEROR, rev., coronation scene, CROWNED AT WESTMINSTER ABBEY 12TH MAY 1937 around, hall-mark on edge, 51 mm (Gi. CM204b; BHM 4303),
minor scuffing behind head, extremely fine, reverse better; silver medal, by H.W. Miller, crowned draped bust left, rev., view of
Westminster Abbey, TO COMMEMORATE THE CORONATION 1937 over, WESTMINSTER ABBEY in exergue, signed HWM on ground line, 33mm (Gi.
CM226c), some scuff-marks, extremely fine (2)
£200-250
519
*Edward VIII, Proposed Coronation, 1937 (struck 1936), silver medal, by Josef Tautenhayn, Vienna mint, head left, EDVARDVS VIII:
D: G: BRITT: OMN: REX around in large lettering, signed J. TAUTENHAYN FEC. below truncation, rev., large crown, 19-37 over, FID: DEF: IND: IMP:
above, DIADEMA: ACCEPIT below, hall-mark on edge A 900, 60mm (Gi. CM301b; BHM 4297; Eimer 2043), minor scratches on obverse,
toned, very fine (illustrated); bronze medal, by Ludwig Hujer, Vienna mint, uniformed bust left, EDWARD VIII below, rev., VIVAT CRESCAT FLOREAT etc. around IN REMEMBRANCE OF THE CORONATION 1937, 81mm (Gi. CM300; BHM 4289), as struck, in case of issue (2)
£200-250
520
Edward, Prince of Wales, medals from 1896 to 1936, in silver (4) and base metal (70): marriage of the Duke of York (the future George
V), 1893, by A. Fenwick, copper, for Saffron Walden, rev., arms of Saffron Walden, 38mm (BHM-, cf. 3442 for a similar piece for Stafford); four
generations of the Royal family 1896/9 (6), revs., Remington typewriter, blank, Bon Marché Sydney, three shields (2), and W. S. Lincoln;
Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897 (3); Prince Edward of York (as a young boy), 1911; Investiture, Holyhead; Investure, by Vaughtons (2, different); coronation, 1911 (2, one with ribbon); Prince of Wales fund award, 1914; reception committee, 1919; visit to Australia, 1920 (3); visit to
Geelong, 1920 (2); visit to Hyde Park Works North British Locomotive Co., 1921; Royal visit 1923 (4, different); cameograph model for British
Empire Day medal series, undated; British Empire Exhibition, 1924 (4); as Colonel, Welsh Guards, undated (1924?); visit to South Africa, 1924;
visit to Cape Town, 1925 (2); visit to Molteno, 1925; visit to Wynberg Cape, 1925; Britannia Lodge, 1925; visit to Argentina, 1925 (2, different); visit to Hull, 1926; British Empire Day, 1926 (2), 1927 (2, different metals), 1928, 1929 (3, 2 in fitted cases, partially pierced), 1931, and
undated type (issued 1928, 3, all different); Church Lad’s Brigade Review, 1927; opening of new Parliament building, Northern Ireland, 1932
(2, different); silver jubilee, 1935 (3, different); maiden voyage of the Queen Mary, 1936, bronze (Gi. CM 2a, 3a, 4, 5a (2), 8a (2), 8b, 12, 14c,
26, 27a, 30a, 36a, 36b, 38, 45.2, 47b, 50a, 50b, 55a (2), 60, 70, 72, 73, 74, 78, 85 (large type (2), small type (1), 87, 89, 91, 93a (2), 96B,
97a, 102.4, 106a, 107b, 110a, 110b, 112a (2), 117a, 118a, 118b, 123a, 124a, 125a, 125a (with 4 bars), 125b, 125c, 126b, 130a, 135b, 136,
cf. 141.1, cf. 182, 358a; BHM 3529, 4079, 4136, 4190, 4201, 4249 (large and small silver, each in case of issue); 4263, 4282); also two medals
unrecorded in Giordano: four generations of the Royal Family, aluminium medal (hollow), 1895 (?), christening scene as Gi. CM1-2, but rev.,
Medway Coal Company, 38.4mm; International Fisheries Exhibition, 1922, gilt base metal medal, by Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co. Ltd., H R H
THE PRINCE OF WALES K G around head left, rev., fishermen at sea hauling in nets, INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES EXHIBITION 1922, 44.7mm; together with
badges (4): Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, illustrating four generations (Gi. CM10.1, 10.2), Prince of Wales R.M.I.G. silver badge, 1927, by G.
£700-1,000
Kenning & Son (Gi. CM116), and visit to Coventry Cathedral, 1934, tin (Gi.-), mainly very fine or better (78)

527

525

528

all illustrations reduced

521
Accession, 1936 and proposed coronation in 1937: commemorative medals (91) in silver (12) and base metal (79) comprising:
accession souvenir; award medal; Daily Dispatch birthday club; coronation souvenir badge and coronation medals: by G. Allen (2)
Birmingham Mint (2), Cashmore & Co., A. Fenwick (17, mostly different), J. R. Gaunt (3, also cased set of 4), M. & B., Mappin & Webb,
J. Moore Ltd (6), J. Pinches & Co. (10, mostly different), H.B. Sale Ltd (5), Spink & Son Ltd (2), Tiptaft (9), Turner & Simpson Ltd (7),
Vaughtons (5), Vienna mint (2), issuer unknown (11) (Gi. CM 170, 172.2b, 176a, 176b, 181.6, 184c, 184d, 185a, 185d, 187b, 193, 195c,
196c (2), 196c var. (maker’s name as the aluminium issue), 199a, 199b, 200a, 200b, 201d, 202d, 203d, 204b, 214b, 215a, 215c, 216,
222avar (ni.-br.), 225.1a, 233, 235a, 237, 242 var (28mm), 242, 243, 246a, 247a, 247b (2, one with oxidised finish, no loop), 247d (2),
249a, 250, 251a, 251b, 251c, 256b (3, 2 cased), 257b (in case), 259b (in fitted case), 260a (but mounted with ribbon), 260b (in fitted
case), 270a (2), 270b, 270c (2), 271a (4, one in card box), 274b, 278b, 281b (in fitted case), 283b, 287a, 289, 297a, 297b, 297c, 299a
(2), 301a, 301b, 304, 307, 323.1a, 325(a), 325(b), 328, 329a, 329b, 331a, 332, 333 (4), 337; BHM 4284, 4291, 4293, 4295, 4296, 4297,
4299, 4302, 4303, 4304, 4306, 4309, 4310, 4311); also unlisted in Giordano: Berwick-upon-Tweed, aluminium, by T. Fattorini, head right,
EDWARD VIII REX IMPERATOR, rev., arms between trees with supporters, BERWICK UPON TWEED over, CORONATION CELEBRATIONS MAY 12TH 1937 in
exergue, maker’s name below, 38mm; together with badges (5): Beetleware, coloured coronation cameo (Gi. CM184.1); coronation lapel
badge by J. Pinches, gilt AE, as the obverse of CM246ff, maker’s name on back, 25mm; three further badges, unlisted in Giordano; also
a tie-pin, unlisted in Giordano, and a book of 30 Edward VIII stamps in official Post Office metal holder, mainly very fine or better (lot)
£700-1,000
522
Period of abdication, 1936: a group of commemorative medals: by J. R. Gaunt (3, in different metals); W. H. Hasler, ‘three kings set’, hallmarked silver, 3 medals in fitted case, George VI with second reverse; another set, similar, but silvered base metal, George VI with first reverse;
abdication, by Pinches (6, different); abdication, by Turner & Simpson (2), also their ‘three kings’ sets, 3 bronze medals, cased with metal label
and leaflet, in two sizes (CM 344.1a, 344.1b, 347c, 348c, 349a, 350a, 350c, 350c var (AR gilt), 353a, 353b, 355, 357a (cased), 357avar (cased),
358a (cased), 359a; BHM. 4276, 4280, 4365, 4366); George VI, coronation, 1937, by Turner & Simpson, bronze 51 mm (Gi. CM359a; BHM.
4351); together with retrospective commemorative medals of Edward VIII: R. Lobel (5) (1971, 1987 cased, 1996 ‘three kings’), J. Pinches (3,
2 cased) (1972), and Franklin Mint (1975) (Gi. CM379c, 380a (3), MM2, MM17.3, MM231.a), mostly extremely fine or better (36) £400-500
523
Edward VIII, coins: British West Africa, cu.-ni. Penny 1936H (3), 1936KN, halfpenny, 1936, 1936H, 1/10-penny, 1936 (KM. 14, 15,
16); East Africa, bronze 10-cents, 1936, 1936H (2), 1936KN (2), 5-cents, 1936h, 1936KN (KM. 23, 24); Fiji, cu.-ni. penny, 1936 (KM. 6);
New Guinea, bronze penny, 1936 (KM. 6); together with ni. Gibraltar crown, 1993 (KM. 141), mostly extremely fine or better; fantasy
coins: crowns by Hearn (1954 or later, for Great Britain (2), Australia, Bermuda, Ceylon, New Zealand); by Lobel (1980’s), 1 in .375
gold, 6.17g (for Great Britain), 8 proofs in cases, 46 cu.-ni. (some ‘gilt’), and a silver ‘Maundy set’; from the ‘Patina’ collection, 2001, in
silver (7) and base metal (14), mostly mint state; together with miscellaneous British and world coins in silver (30) and base metal (40),
fine to very fine, some pierced (173)
£400-600

PLAQUES
524
Portrait plaque, undated, by Portraits In Relief In Metal, 133/135 Oxford Street, London, W1, a photographic style youthful portrait
half left in bronze surround, wooden photo-frame style back, 177 x 238mm, housed within velvet-lined double-fronted case, 271 x
211mm, extremely fine, the case a little faded; together with commemorative brass plate, bust left in uniform, KING EDWARD VIII below,
wreath around on raised border, 252mm (Gi. CM178a), polished, very fine (2)
£100-150
525
*Portrait plaque, undated, in patinated brass, bust left in suit, no legend, CAMEOGRAPH COPYRIGHT within square stamped on truncation,
180mm, set within a wooden frame, bearing a small brass label on the frame REPRODUCED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF H R H THE PRINCE OF WALES
ON BEHALF OF EARL HAIG’S BRITISH LEGION APPEAL BY THE CAMEOGRAPH CO LTD 45 PALL MALL SW, the frame 262 x 280mm (Gi. CM76), light scratches in field, nearly extremely fine
£500-700
526
Portrait plaque, undated, silvered brass, bust left in suit, no legend, within ribbon bound reeded border, Cameograph on truncation,
103mm, mounted on a black wooden block with a suspension hook, bearing a small brass label on the lower edge of the block REPRODUCED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF H R H THE PRINCE OF WALES ON BEHALF OF EARL HAIG’S BRITISH LEGION APPEAL BY THE CAMEOGRAPH CO LTD 45 PALL MALL
SW, the frame 178 x 131mm (Gi. CM77b), some wear, cleaned, about very fine
£150-200
527
*Portrait bronzed ceramic plaque, undated, by P. Metcalfe, head left, THE PRINCE OF WALES around, PERCY METCALFE incuse in small letters below truncation, raised rim, the edge pierced with four holes, strung for suspension from the upper two holes, reference nos. handwritten on the white back: E5874 (pencil inside head), ‘Regd. No. 785624.’ in ink, and ‘O/8474’ in pencil, below truncation, 328mm,
extremely fine and extremely rare
£600-800
The purpose of the present piece, inscribed THE PRINCE OF WALES rather than KING EDWARD VIII, is not known, but it is comparable to Paget’s Master
Mariner medal (Gi. CM141). Percy Metcalfe was later invited to prepare models for a portrait and attended the only private sitting granted by
the Prince of Wales, together with Thomas Paget and W. McMillan, but it was Paget’s portrait design that the Prince chose for the British coinage.
Metcalfe’s designs were chosen for overseas coinage and for the official coronation medal.

528
*Portrait plaque, 1936, in silvered bronze, by L.E. Pinches, crowned and robed bust right, KING EDWARD VIII around, signed and dated
L.E.P.36. on truncation, 150mm, set on a black wooden base, the back fitted originally with 3 small feet (one now missing), and a suspension ring, the base 245mm (cf. Gi. CM252-4 & 347-8; cf. BHM 4277), nearly extremely fine
£250-300
This plaque bears the enlarged obverse image from the medal by L.E. Pinches, used for the proposed coronation with three different reverses
and again for the abdication with two different reverses, all issued with 35mm diameter. See lot 516 above

530 (half actual size)

529 (half actual size)

531 (half actual size)

529
*Portrait plaque, undated (1936), in bronze, by F.R. Kormis for Spink, uniface, bare head left, KING EDWARD VIII below, signed KORMIS
engraved in small lettering behind head, suspension hook and ring on reverse, KORMIS scratched on lower right of reverse, and on rim
below bust M/S (monogram) 2/9, 98mm (Gi. CM180; BHM 4290; National Portrait Gallery (II) 5051), very fine and extremely rare, only
£400-600
30 specimens made
These plaques appear to be individually signed. The example in the National Portrait Gallery has the letters FRK engraved behind the head, rather
than KORMIS, and on the reverse there are initials MS, rather than KOORMIS; It was donated by the artist in 1975, is also larger, at 102mm, and has
minor variations in the design, most notably in the shape of the truncation, back of the head and ear. The entry in BHM records the plaque at
98mm, as the present specimen.

530
*Portrait plaque, 1937 (produced 1936), in bronze, unsigned, head left,
CM304.2), red-brown patina, about extremely fine, very rare

EDWARD VIII KING EMPEROR

1937 around, 265mm (Gi.
£500-700

531
*Portrait plaque, 1937 (produced 1936), in bronze, by L. Jennings for Spink & Son, head left, EDWARD THE EIGHTH 1937 around, L.JENNINGS SC. on truncation, decorated raised border around, mount for suspension on top rim on back, 224mm (cf. Gi. CM262a), a few minor
spots, extremely fine, only 30 specimens made
£600-800

Ex 532
532
*Edward VIII Military and Uniform Badges (25), comprising Royal Army Service Corps cap badges (6; Gi. CM 164), H.M. Prisons
cap badge (Gi. CM 165), Life Guards cap badges (5; Gi. CM 166), Royal Engineers cap badges (4; Gi. CM 167B) and lapel badge, National
Defence Company cap badge (Gi. CM 168), Royal Horse Artillery cap badge, War Department cap badge, uncertain cap badge with Royal
Cypher and entwined rope around, Aide-de-Camp General lapel flash, Aides-de-Camp and Equerries to the Monarch lapel flash and
uncertain royal monogram badges (2); Edward VIII Officer’s Cross-Belt Plate, with royal monogram within wreath bearing Prince of Wales
motto (this illustrated); Edward VIII military and uniform buttons (33), comprising Grenadier Guards (2), Royal Engineers (12), Royal
Army Service Corps (6), Indian Army (2), Brigadiers and Substantive Colonels (2), Aides-de–Camp and Equerries to the Monarch (4),
Officers of Arms (3), Staff of the Sovereign (2), together with miscellaneous 19th and 20th century military and uniform badges (61)
and buttons (114), William IV – Elizabeth II, generally very fine or better (lot)
£1,200-1,500

BOOKS
533
Edward, Duke of Windsor, A King's Story, the Memoirs of H.R.H. the Duke of Windsor K.G., a fine copy of the American limited
edition of 385 copies of which 350 were for sale, this no. 302, signed by the Duke and with a personal note by him "To George with
best wishes from Edward April 1951" on monogrammed notepaper pasted in, xi and 435 pp, frontispiece and 62 plates of photographic illustrations, fold-out map and chronological list of "My Travels Abroad", G.P. Puttnam's Sons, New York, 1951, bound in full leather
with gilt on spine and front cover and silk-lined within, some pencil annotation on the front end-papers, partly uncut, spine scuffed and
both boards partly disbound, otherwise a very fine copy
£600-800
The book was launched in the Windsor's apartment in the Waldorf Towers, New York, on 16th April 1951. According to Bryan and Murphy in their
book "The Windsor Story" when a friend purchased a copy of the limited edition of which all were signed under the limitation note and copy
number, the Duke would additionally paste in a sheet of monogrammed notepaper to a front end-paper with an appropriate inscription.

534
Edward, Duke of Windsor, A King's Story, the Memoirs of H.R.H. the Duke of Windsor K.G., a fine copy of the British limited edition of 280 copies of which 250 were for sale, this no. 146, signed by the Duke, xvi and 440pp, collotype frontispiece and 22 illustrations, with a chronological list of ‘My Journeys’ and with index, Cassell and Company, London, 1951, in full leather with gilt on spine and
front cover bound by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, original slip-case, in very fine condition
£500-700

535
Edward, Duke of Windsor, A King's Story, the Memoirs of H.R.H. the Duke of Windsor K.G., first American unlimited edition; loosely
inserted with a sheet of the Duke's personal monogrammed notepaper, inscribed, signed and dated: To Mary Burke with best wishes from
Edward September 1951, New York 1951; The Duchess of Windsor, The Heart has its Reasons, first British edition, inscribed and signed:
To Mary Burke with my sincere good wishes Wallis Duchess of Windsor; London, 1956, both with repaired dust jackets (2)
£100-150
Mary Burke was Wallis Simpson's personal maid in the late 1920s and remained with her until the late 1930s. In her autobiography the Duchess
pays tribute to Mary Burke as ‘a girl of fine character and high intelligence ........ both devoted servant and friend in my period of trouble’.

536
[Edward, Prince of Wales], The Prince of Wales' Eastern Book, 1st edition, London, undated, a special version bound in blue calf
by Sangorski & Sutcliffe; The Prince of Wales' Book, London, undated, red cloth with dust jacket; Ellison, B.C., H.R.H., The Prince
of Wales's Sport in India, London, 1925, blue cloth; Mackenzie, C., The Windsor Tapestry, signed by the author, London, 1938, with
several newspaper articles pasted in, blue cloth with dust jacket; Morrah, D., The Royal Family in Africa, signed by George VI, London,
1947, full leather; Sotheby's, The Duke and Duchess of Windsor Collections, set of two catalogues and information brochure, 1119 September 1997, with prices realised, in slip-case, some annotation (8)
£60-80

LETTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, POSTCARDS, SCULPTURE ETC.
537
*Letters, documents, pamphlets and photographs, including a photograph of the four elder children of Edward VII, their names
written in by their mother Queen Mary; admittance ticket, order of service, luncheon sitting list, menu and programme of music for the
Prince of Wales' investiture as a Knight of the Garter, 10 June 1911; the Prince's visiting card personally inscribed to Sir Allen Young with
Christmas wishes; three of the Prince's letters to Capt. Faussett (equerry to George V), dated 1913-14 (two have been punch holed);
an envelope in the hand of Prince Edward addressed to Mrs Dudley Ward, sent from Peru, 1931 (Mrs Ward was the Prince's mistress in
the 1920s and until 1934); a greetings card and letter from the Prince to Miss McCann (the maid of Mrs Ward), 1932; programme for
the Presentation of Colours, 16th July 1936 with a copy of the King's speech inscribed to Lt. Col. F. Longueville D.S.O., M.C., signed on
the verso; menu for Edward VIII's visit to S.S. Queen Mary, 5 March 1936, signed by the King (Edward R I), Lord Weir, Sir Percy Bates,
Lord Aberconway, Sir Thomas Bell and other shipping officials; two photogravure portraits by Vandyk, London; five meter stamps with
the EVIIIR cypher; a selection of postage stamps and a Canadian $2 note, June 23 1923, with portrait of the Prince of Wales, etc., in
two albums, an interesting collection (a selection illustrated on facing page)
£1,500-2,000
538
Framed photographs, a signed portrait of the Prince in naval uniform, in silver frame inscribed ‘Canada 1919’; and another of the Prince in
the uniform of the Royal Scots Fusilliers, dated 1921, in green leather frame impressed with the Prince's monogram (2)
£120-150
539
Framed photographs etc., a signed equestrian portrait of the Prince on Pet Boy, 1921; a signed portrait, dated 1939; and a later
equestrian photographic portrait; together with ‘Our Sporting Prince’, a coloured portrait signed James Higgs, 1929; and a copy of
£100-150
Munnings’ equestrian portrait of the Prince, all framed and glazed (5)
540
Photographs etc., a file of photographs, two portraits on silk, a handkerchief (monogrammed with crowned E only), pamphlets, articles and
two Coronation blotters
£60-80
541
*Postcards, an extensive collection of postcards depicting Edward as Prince of Wales, King
and Duke of Windsor, arranged in roughly chronological order in two albums, comprising 457
cards, with many unused, generally very fine, a selection illustrated at beginning of section
(457)
£700-1,000
542
*Edward, Prince of Wales, a bronze statuette by Sydney March, dated 1921, showing the prince in the uniform of the Welsh Guards, 240mm high, with brown patina
£400-600
Ex Christie's South Kensington, 2 August 1982, lot 134.

543
Edward VII, a small bronze bust by Sydney March, dated 1901, 185mm high,
with brown patina; Edward VIII, a composite bust, inscribed H M KING EDWARD VIII,
£150-200
180mm high, with traces of paintwork (2)
544
Miscellaneous: silver salver, by Hicklenton & Phillips, London, 1936, circular with reeded rim, on three panel feet, set with two silver medals for the abdication and anticipated coronation (Gi. CM251d, 347c), polished; aluminium cigarette box inscribed ‘Our
Prince of Sport’; brass ash-tray, 136mm; silver cigarette case, 80 x 70mm., plumes over
E within garter on front, engraved inside PRESENTED TO COL. J. COKE BY H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF
WALES 1ST JUNE 1923, in fitted leather case; porcelain coronation mugs (5), an ash-tray
and plate with Edward VIII's monogram; together with circular brass and enamelled
plaque of the Royal Coat of Arms, 86 mm, and a brass belt badge, VR monogram, set
on heart-shaped leather mount (13)
£150-200

545

546

Ex 551

BRITISH AND WORLD HISTORICAL MEDALS
545
*Henry VIII, the golden bulla for the treaty of perpetual peace between Henry VIII and Francis I of France, 1527 (The
Treaty of the Cloth of Gold), a gilt electrotype copy, Henry enthroned, with sceptre and orb, rev., crowned arms encircled by the collar of the Garter, 94mm (cf. Wyon 103-104; Trésor pl. XIV, 2), some edge knocks, about extremely fine (offered with a folder of research
notes)
£700-1,000
546
*George I, Daniel Wray (1710-1783), bronze medal by Giovanni Pozzo, 1726, bust right aged 24; signed G
truncation, rev., four line legend, 67mm (MI II, 465/78; Eimer 502), cast and finely chased, about extremely fine

POZZO F

and dated at
£300-400

547
Battle of Culloden, 1746, bronze medal, by Yeo, 50mm (MI II, 613/278; Woolf 55:2); together with bronze medals (8) comprising
anniversary of Queen Charlotte’s birthday, 1762 (BHM 75), George III, Jubilee, 1810, 48mm (BHM 686), Death of George III, by Dassier,
40mm, George IV, Entry into Hanover, 1821, by Voigt, 40mm (Brockmann 1065), Death of Frederick Duke of York, 1827, 60mm (BHM
1283), Death of George Canning, 1827 (2), from French medallic series, 51mm and 42mm, William IV, Opening of London Bridge, 1831,
by B. Wyon, 51mm (BHM 1544) and numbered ticket for the London Institution, by W. Wyon, 43mm (BDM VI, 681), very fine to extreme£250-350
ly fine; together with miscellaneous bronze and white metal medals (7), fair to fine (17)
548
George IV, Map of the World, white metal medal (with Australia as New Holland), 74mm (Eimer 1139); Charles Linnaeus, Plant
Classification, white metal medal, 48mm, good very fine; base metal Victorian medals (6) including large Diamond Jubilee medal by
Spink, 76mm and Holborn Restaurant lead medal, inscribed to the Earl of Denbigh and Desmond, 1896, 68mm; together with Peruvian
silver medal for the naval action against Chile at Iquique, 1879, 34mm; and Royal Thames Yacht Club silver prize medal, 1925 (cased),
fine or better (10)
£300-400
549
Victoria, Prince Albert & Britain’s Hope, brass box, c. 1850, by Allen & Moore, containing three white metal medals, 27mm (BHM
1095, 2343, 2383); opening of Crystal Palace, 1854, white metal medal, by Pinches, in brass shell, 41mm (BHM. 2549); other Victorian
£100-150
medals in white metal (5) and brass (1), some extremely fine (10)
550
Victoria, Diamond Jubilee, 1897, large official silver medals (2); Coronation of Edward VII, 1902, large official silver and bronze
medals; with bronze prize medal of the Dept. of Science and Art (awarded 1862); bronze medal of the 50th Anniversary of the Sacred
£120-150
Harmonic Society (BHM 3137) and a seal impression, all cased, very fine to extremely fine (7)
551
*Motor Boat Racing, a series of 6 prize medals (all 44mm) awarded to Tom Thornycroft by the British Motor Boat Club comprising:
London to Cowes 1913, bronze winner's medal (in Advice), London to Cowes, 1919, bronze winner's medal (in Scoter); Chelsea meeting, 1922, Event 6, gold winner's medal, 36.5g, 9ct; and Event 3, silver winner's medal; Chelsea meeting, 1923, Boats over 10 knots,
gold winner's medal, 36g, 9ct; and Cabin Cruiser Race, second prize in silver (all these in Ruddy Shelduck); together with "MSTM", Round
the Isle of Wight Cruiser Race, 1923, second prize in silver, 38.5mm (also in Ruddy Shelduck), very fine or better (7)
£700-1,000
Tom Thornycroft (1881-1955) was the second son of Sir John Thornycroft, founder of the Thornycroft Shipbuilding Company and was the nephew
of the well-known sculptor Hamo Thornycroft, a proponent of the New Sculpture movement. He won two gold medals in the class B and C events
in the London 1908 Olympic Games in his motor boat Gyrinus II. In 1905 he was a founder member of the Motor Yacht Club (which became
the Royal Motor Yacht Club in 1910) and this club later absorbed the membership of the British Motor Boat Club which presented six of the seven
medals in the lot, one of which is illustrated.

552
*Austria, Maximilian I and Maria of Burgundy, struck silver medal by Hieronymus Dietrich, c. 1540, after their marriage medal,
bust of Maximilian right, aged 19, rev., bust of Maria left, aged 20, and dated 1479, 43.2mm (Katz 536a; Schulten pl. 110, 4474v), some
£700-1,000
marks, very fine and rare
Ex Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2010, lot 266.

553
Austria, Maria Theresia, Bohemian Coronation (1743), oval bronze medal, by M. Donner, bust right, rev., heraldic lion with shield
and patriarchal cross, 57 x 50mm (Schaum. XXXI; Mont. 1727), mount removed at top, extremely fine
£100-150

555 (reduced)

556 (reduced)

561
563

562

554
Austria, Count Rudolph Wrbna-Freudenthal (1761-1823, Imperial Grand Chamberlain), silver medal, 1817, by J.P. Harnisch,
bust right, rev., coat of arms, 47mm (BDM II, 429), extremely fine
£120-150
555
*France, Francesco de' Medici (1594-1614), lead uniface medal by Guillaume Dupré, 1613, bust right, 96mm (Jones 43), pierced,
reverse with intaglio image, scuffed, a fine contemporary cast
£200-300
Ex Lanz 98, Munich, 23 May 2000, lot 870.

556
*France, Christine of France, Duchess of Savoy (1606-1663), bronze uniface medal by Abraham Dupré, 1637, crowned bust left
in elaborate dress and open ruff, the reverse with intaglio image, 102.8mm (Mazerolle 715 reverse; Smolderen 49 bis), an extremely fine
£300-500
old cast with black patina
557
France, Camille de Neufville, Abbot of Ainay, uniface bronze medal by Claude Warin, 1651, bust right; signed and dated below,
103mm (Jones 309; Tricou 86), pierced, a very fine early cast
£100-150
Ex Cyril Humphris collection, Sotheby's, 3 October 1996, lot 221

558
France, Louis XV, bronze medals (2), including Marriage of Marie Antoinette to the Dauphin, 1770, by Duvivier; Louis XVI, bronze
medals (2), including Arrival in Paris, 1789; Death of the Dauphin, 1795, bronze medal, by Tiolier; Louis XVIII, bronze medals (6),
including Constitutional Charter, 1814, 50mm, Duke of Angoulême's entry into Paris, 1823 (2); Charles X, bronze medals (4), including Death of Louis XVIII, 1824, by Gayrard, Coronation, 1825, by Gatteaux, 40-53mm, many extremely fine (15)
£250-350
559
France, Louis XVI, bronze medals (2), including Address to the National Assembly, 1790, by Simon; Convention, bronze medals (2),
including the 10th August, 1793, by Duvivier; Napoleon, bronze medal, the departure of Louis XVIII, 1805, by Jeuffroy & Andrieu
(Bramsen 1603); Louis XVIII, bronze medals (5), including the visit of the Duke of Savoy to the Paris mint, 1824, by Caque; Charles
X, bronze medal, erection of a statue to Louis XVI at Lyons, 1825, by Galle; Napoleon III, bronze medal, Empress Eugenie, by Caqué
£300-400
(later striking), generally about extremely fine, a few with some spots (12)
560
France, monument to the Archbishop of Cambrai, 1825, bronze medal, by Caunois, 51mm; together with French bronze portrait
medals (21): Louis XII, by Droz; J.J. Rousseau, by Dumarest (BDM I, p.644); Lafayette, by Dumarest; François Athanase Charette, 1796,
by Desboeufs; H.S.H. the Prince Arch-Chancellor of the Empire, 1808, by Jaley; J.L. Lagrange, 1813, by Donadio; Malherbe of Caen,
1815, by Gatteaux; J.F. Ducis, 1816, by Gatteaux; Jean de la Fontaine, 1816, by Gatteaux; Michel de l’Hospital, 1817, by Caunois; René
d’Anjou, 1819, by Chardigny; G. Cuvier, 1820, by Caunois; H. de la Rochejaquelin, 1821, by Desboeufs; Cardinal Talleyrand-Périgord,
1821, by Chardigny; G.H. Riquetti de Mirabeau, 1822, by Gatteaux; Philippe de Commines, 1822, by Vatinelle; Duke of Richelieu, 1822,
by Dieudonné; François Talma, 1823, by Caunois; L. de la Rochejaquelin, 1824, by Desboeufs; J.B. Viotti, 1824, by Peuvrier; Rev.J.G.
£200-300
Lavater, 1848, by P. Lévêque, generally extremely fine (22)
561
*Germany, Pfalz, Ludwig V (1508-1544), uniface medal cast in composite, after Gebel, bust right in broad hat, 42mm (cf. Habich
£150-200
1121; Stemper 8 - ‘Abdruck in gefärbter Masse’), about extremely fine, in old turned wood box
Ex Peus 381, 3-5 November 2004, lot 3680.

562
*Germany, Saxony, Adam and Eve/the Crucifixion, silver-gilt medal by Hans Reinhart, issued by Johann Friedrich I, 1536, Adam
and Eve and the Tree of Knowledge, rev., Christ crucified; incised below with HR monogram and 1536, 66.7mm (Habich 1968 68/70mm), a very fine early cast
£700-900
563
*Germany, silver klippe religious medal, 16th century, scenes of the Creation and the Nativity, rev., the Crucifixion and the Resurrection,
£300-400
42.5 x 43mm, with suspension mount, cleaned, small letter "A" stamped on edge, very fine
564
Germany, 17th century silver baptismal medal by P.H. Müller, 49mm (Forster 871); other silver medals (4) comprising marriage medal, 55mm,
friendship medals (2), 32mm and 28mm and a cast religious medal, 47mm; and a lead medal of Christ after Valentin Maler, 34mm (Habich 2589
£300-400
var.); France, bronze medal on the assassination of the Duke of Berry, 1820, by Gayrard, 41mm, mainly very fine (7)
565
Germany, bronze portrait medals by Karl Friedrich Voigt, for Loos, comprising Dr. Heinrich Meyer, 1819, J.D. Nicolai, 1821, C.A. Prince
von Hardenberg, 1822, R.G. Behrmann of Hamburg, 1823, Christoph Knape, 1823, and an unnamed portrait prize medal, 40-47mm (cf.
BDM VI, 309-310), virtually mint state (6)
£200-250
566
Germany, bronze medals by Karl Friedrich Voigt, for Loos, comprising H.J. Wilderling, 1822, birth of crown-prince Karl, 1823, Elizabeth,
crown-princess of Prussia, 1823, 700th anniversary of Pyritz, 1824, Investment of Brandenburg, undated, ‘Charis’, undated, and an edu£200-250
cational medal, 37-50mm, (cf. BDM VI, 309-310), virtually mint state (7)

567
Italy, Papal, Innocent XI (1676-1689), bronze medal, 1676, by G.B. Guglielmada, bust left, rev., inscription and date in cartouche,
80mm (Lincoln 1407; Börner 1209), pierced, somewhat rough cast, very fine; Alexander VII (1655-1667), oval bronze pilgrim's
£200-300
badge, year 1, St. Martina and other martyrs, rev., the Agnus Dei, 75 x 58mm, pierced, dark patina, very fine (2)
568
Italy, Papal, Clement VII (1523-1534), bronze medal for the reconciliation with Florence, by Bernardi, 34mm (Modesti 272; Lincoln 469),
later striking from original but broken dies; together with bronze restrike medals of Hadrian VI, Julius III, Paul IV (2), Pius IV (2), Gregory XIII
(3), Gregory XIV, Paul V (2) and Urban VIII (2) (Mazio 42, 69, 80/91, 82, 83, 84, 116, 119, 123/113, 154, 168, 169, 196 and 206), and a cast
£450-550
copy of a bronze medal of Sixtus V (Lincoln 775), somewhat cleaned, mainly very fine to extremely fine (16)
569
Italy, Papal, Innocent X (1644-1655), bronze medal (Lincoln 1093), fine; restrike bronze medals of Innocent X, Alexander VII,
Clement IX (2), Clement X (2), Innocent XI (2), Alexander VIII and Innocent XII (Mazio 247, 257, 279, 282, 301, 307, 323, 342, 351,
360/373); other bronze medals of Clement XI (2), Innocent XIII, Clement XII, Benedict XIV (2), Clement XIV (2), Pius VII, Leo XII, Pius
VIII (Lincoln 1594, 1639, 1689, 1791, 1822, 1832, 1912, 1919, 2066, 2124v, 2144), Pius IX, Leo XIII and Benedict XV, somewhat
cleaned, mainly very fine, some better; together with a circular bronze lid with high relief image of the infant Hercules strangling serpents, 62mm, very fine (26)
£600-800
570
Italy, Papal, Pius XI (1922-1939), annual silver medal, year 5, 1926, for the Christian Archaeological Institute, 44mm
(Cusumano/Modesti 132); Pius XII (1939-1958), annual silver medal, year 2, 44mm (Cusumano/Modesti 19), both by Mistruzzi ,
cleaned, first with edge knock, good very fine (2)
£150-200
571
Italy, Napoleon, capture of Vienna, 1805, bronze medal, by Manfredini, 42mm (Br.444; BDM III, p.554); Proclamation of Francis I
at Milan, 1815, bronze medal by Manfredini, 42 mm (BDM III, p.554); Inauguration of Milan Cathedral, 1818, bronze medal, by Putinati,
44mm (BDM IV, p.711); Pius VII, 1823, bronze medal by Dieudonné, 41mm (Lincoln 2089); bronze portrait medals (2), Cherubini, by
£150-200
Donadio, and Rossini (unsigned), both 41mm, very fine to extremely fine (6)
572
Low Countries, bronze jetons (2) for the Prosperity of the Confederation, 1587 (Dugn. 3143) and Siege of Turnhout, 1597 (Dugn.
3412); with later cast of bronze medal of Leonardo da Vinci, St. George medallic thaler (mounted), and Spanish silver shield-shaped
birthday medal, 1896, fine to very fine, the last extremely fine (5)
£120-150

573
*Poland, Sigismund I (1506-1548), uniface bronze medal, in the style of
Hans Schwarz, bust right in fur-trimmed gown, wearing the Order of the Golden
Fleece; two lines of inscription around, 65.6mm (Habich 264 - 67mm), collector's
no. "P510" inked on obverse and "510" on reverse, tiny piercing, an extremely fine
early cast
£1,000-1,500
A version of this medal was cast by Hans Schenck in 1527, with somewhat differing
inscriptions (see Habich 2213).

574
Russia, Foundation of the Bourse at St. Petersburg, 1805, a purple glass paste impression of the reverse of the medal by
Leberecht, view of the building between two lighthouses on the river Neva, 53mm (cf. Diakov 297.1), edge slightly chipped, extremely
fine
£200-300
575
Russia, Construction of the Blogoveschenck Bridge, 1850, bronze medal by Klepikov and Lyalin, Imperial eagle flying over bridge,
rev., Hercules, Minerva and river-goddess, 75mm (Diakov 594.1), very fine
£200-300
576
Sweden, completion of the Gotha canal, 1822, bronze medal by H. Gube and G. Loos, 50mm (Hild II, 342; BDM II, p.333); together with bronze portrait medals: Count Platoff (Cossack commander, Napoleonic War), signed IM, undated, 49mm; H.B. de Saussure
(Geneva), 1823, by A. Bovey (BDM I, p.245); Ch. Bonnet (Geneva), 1833, by A. Bovey, 41mm (BDM I, p.245); C. Martin Wieland (German
£100-150
poet), 1823, by Wolff, 41mm, nearly extremely fine (5)
577
Miscellaneous base metal medals (36), mainly 19th century, including Papal issues of Pius VI, Clement XI, Clement XII and Pius IX,
French medals from "Series Numismatica" (6) and ‘Galerie Metallique’ (6), other British and Continental pieces including Archdeacon
Bridoake, 1743 (MI II, 572/208), mainly very fine (36)
£250-300

578

579

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE PLAQUETTES
578
*North Italian, after Donatello (late 15th century), The Virgin and Child, gilt-bronze plaquette mounted as a pax, the Virgin
and Child cast separately and set within an architectural frame, the arched pediment containing a half-length figure of God the Father
between cherub's heads, surmounted by a cross and flanked by rosettes, the frieze below and the columns with alternating shells and
rosettes and the base inscribed SANCTVS SALVATOR MONDI; with scrolling foliate stand brazed onto the back, 130 x 77mm, a very fine early
cast, the gilding worn
£1,500-2,000
Ex Cyril Humphris collection, Sotheby's New York, 11 January 1995, lot 300. The Virgin and Child, which is a separate cut-out silhouette, is copied
from (and is a slightly smaller version of) the plaquette entitled Virgin and Child between Candelabra (as Molinier 368; Bange 345; Kress 59;
Rossi, Mantegna 1).

579
*North Italian (late 15th/early 16th century), The Virgin and Child with Four Saints, gilt-bronze pax, the Virgin and Child
enthroned, flanked by six cherub heads; on the left is St. Benedict and on the right, St. Francis; kneeling below are Mary Magdalen and
St. Catherine; within domed architectural frame surmounted by cross; with scrolled stand brazed onto the back, 146 x 80mm (Molinier
£1,200-1,500
547; Bange 567; Kress 295; Bargello 248), some wear to the gilding, a very fine early cast
Ex Imbert collection, Finarte, 20th March 1997.

580 (reduced)

581 (reduced)

582 (reduced)

584 (reduced)

583 (reduced)

580
*Moderno, The Lion Hunt, bronze circular plaquette, two horsemen and foot-soldiers in combat with the lion who attacks a crouching nude figure in the foreground, 81mm (Molinier 217; Bange 478; Kress 168; Bargello 173; Lewis 28; Astarte VIII, 11 October 2001,
£1,500-2,000
lot 185, this piece), a very fine early cast with fine chasing and with suspension loop, fine brown patina
581
*Moderno, The Crucifixion, bronze plaquette mounted as a pax, Christ crucified between the two thieves; Mary Magdalen clasping
the foot of the cross with figures supporting the fainting Virgin; set within an elaborate frame with scrolled foliate top, ornate columns
on the sides and a frieze of capricorns and squatting winged figures in the base, 220 x 130mm (cf. Molinier 171; Bange 454; Kress 147;
£1,500-2,000
Lewis 2), lacking the stand on the reverse, a very fine contemporary cast with light brown patina
Ex Imbert collection, Finarte, 20 March 1997.

582
*Moderno, The Flagellation, bronze rectangular plaquette, Christ tied to the central pillar scourged by soldiers against a background
of classical arches, 140 x 108mm (Molinier 170; Bange 453; Kress 134; Lewis 42; Astarte XIII, 13 September 2003, lot 1935, this piece),
a very fine old cast with brown patina, with two lugs on the reverse for mounting
£2,000-3,000
583
*Moderno, Sacra Conversazione: The Madonna and Child with Saints, a silver and parcel-gilt copy of the original plaquette in
the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna, with two ET hallmarks (Paris, 24 October 1864 to 30 May 1893), 142 x 106mm (cf. Lewis 41 and
pl. 1 for the original), extremely fine
£1,200-1,500
584
*In the manner of Moderno, The Pietà between Candelabra, gilt-bronze plaquette, the dead Christ supported at the sarcophagus by the
Madonna and St. John flanked by two candelabra, IHS on tablet suspended from above; within an integral frame ornamented with foliage and
fruit and with a stippled background, 109 x 96mm (cf. Molinier 386; Bange 436; Kress 181; Lewis 12; Rossi, Mantegna 12; Astarte XVIII, 9 May
£1,200-1,500
2005, lot 338, this piece), pierced and with traces of solder on the reverse, a very fine early cast

585
*Andrea Briosco, called Riccio (1470-1532), The Death of Marcus Curtius, bronze plaquette, the figure of Marcus Curtius, in armour
and with right hand raised, on a rearing horse, about to leap into the chasm, 68 x 63mm (Molinier 416; Bange 365; Kress 213; Planiscig p. 490,
123 and fig. 259), pierced, the top somewhat cut down, a very fine contemporary cast with dark patina
£4,000-6,000
Ex Sylvia Phyllis Adams collection, Bonham's, 23 May 1996, lot 90 and John R. Gaines collection, Morton & Eden, 21 April 2005, lot 47. The piece
has been constructed in two parts: the horse and rider are cast in the round while the background, which includes the horse's tail, its back legs
and the watery chasm, has been cast separately. The two pieces have then been joined by three small lugs (two of which are slightly loose).
This form of construction can be seen in other works by Riccio, notably the beautiful plaquette of Venus and Cupid which was in the Gaines sale
part 2, 8 December 2005, lot 57.

586
*Andrea Briosco, called Riccio, The Sacrifice of a Swine, bronze plaquette, within a temple are two youths flanking the swine in the centre foreground with numerous figures looking on, two blowing trumpets on the left, 90 x 75mm (Molinier 235; Bange 369; Kress 217; Planiscig
£1,500-2,000
p. 492, 231 and fig. 343; Rossi, Mantegna 35), pierced, edges filed, a very fine early cast with dark patina

587
*Florentine (early 16th century), The Holy Family, bronze-gilt plaquette, the Virgin and Child with St. Joseph, within circular frame
and scroll suspension loop, 115mm (Molinier 456; Bange 336; cf. Kress 288 - a silhouetted version), the reverse with concentric lines, a
very fine contemporary cast with the gilding mostly intact
£1,500-2,000

589

588

590

(illustrations all reduced)

588
*Italian, The Annunciation, silvered bronze pax, the Angel Gabriel kneels before the Virgin who is accompanied by a figure of
Religion; on the left are St. John the Baptist and a bishop; in the domed top is a representation of the Holy Women kneeling before
Christ's tomb, addressed by the angel; within an architectural frame flanked by two cherubs; with scrolled stand brazed to the back, 190
x 135mm (Astarte XVIII, 9 May 2005, lot 385, this piece; for the scene in the arched pediment see Molinier 569-570 and Bange 1028),
an old cast with tooling to the fields
£1,500-2,000

589
*Italian, The Madonna and Child, bronze and enamelled plaquette, the Virgin and Child on a crescent beneath a gothic arch and
within ornamented frame, with blue, white and traces of black enamel work as well as traces of gilding and silvering, 118 x 75mm, old
£1,200-1,500
cast

590
*Italian, The Virgin and Child with Angels and Cherubs, base silver plaquette mounted as a pax; in the lower right corner has
been added a kneeling figure of a donor; within moulded frame, the sides with foliate scrolls and the back with a scrolled "stand", 104
x 103mm (cf. Molinier 381; Bange 568; Kress 303; Astarte XIII, 13 September 2003, lot 1937, this piece), an old cast and unusual with
the addition of the kneeling donor in the lower right corner, the back with three small punches in the form of stars
£400-600

591
*The Martyrdom of a Saint (beheading of St. Paul?), silver plaquette hallmarked
with the monogram of Hermann Samuel Ratzersdorfer, the saint kneels before a troop of
soldiers, some on horseback; in the background, an arena and triumphal arch; in the
frieze below, a cavalry combat, 96.5 x 55mm (cf. Molinier 625; Bange 732; Kress 382;
Wixom 70), with traces of gilding, the HR monogram mark stamped in the top right hand
corner of the frieze, the reverse fitted with a silver wire stand
£400-600
For a very similar example, with Ratzersdorfer's mark on the wire stand see Morton & Eden
42, 20 May 2010, lot 355. Ratzersdorfer was a dealer in antiques and reproductions in Vienna
who exhibited work in the Great Exhibition in London in 1851 (where he was awarded a Jury
medal) and the Vienna International Exhibition in 1873.

592 (reduced)

593 (reduced)

592
*German (17th century)?, St. John the Evangelist, bronze square plaquette, the saint seated amidst clouds holding a quill and
£300-400
scroll, eagle before him, 112 x 110mm, pierced at edges, two cracks to left and right, a very fine cast in high relief
593
*South German (early 17th century), Christ before Pilate, bronze plaquette, in the foreground Christ is mocked by soldiers while
at the top of steps in the background Pilate washes his hands; set within a plain frame, 154 x 109mm (Weber 821; Braun 193), very
£400-500
fine, with a brown patina
594
South Russia, small bronze triptych, the central section with the Virgin and Child flanked by angels and surmounted by Christ's head,
the sides with images of the twelve apostles, 47 x 93mm, very fine
£250-300

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE MEDALS
595
Niccolò d'Este (1383-1441), lead medal by Amadio da Milano, bust right in tall cap, rev., the Este shield, 56.5mm (Hill 74; Armand
£200-250
I, 10, 31), pierced, a fine old cast
Ex Spink, 24 January 2008, lot 96 and Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 39.

596
Ercole I d'Este (1431-1505), bronze medal by Baldassare d'Este (supposedly an illegitimate son of Marquess Niccolò III d'Este), bust left
wearing tall cap, rev., Ercole on horseback riding to left, 92.2mm (Hill 100; Pollard 56), an old cast taken from a pierced example £300-400

597
*Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta (1417-1468), bronze medal by Matteo de' Pasti, bust left, rev., the castle of Rimini, 82mm (Hill
£600-800
177), pierced, a very fine early cast with brown patina

598
*Costanzo Sforza (1447-1483), Lord of Pesaro, lead medal by Gianfrancesco Enzola, 1473, bust of Constanzo left, rev., bust of his father
£200-300
Alessandro Sforza left, 78.5mm (Hill 293; Armand II, 45, 11; Pollard 139), pierced, flan slightly warped, a fine old cast
Ex Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 57.

603 (obverse)

599

600

601

599
*Cornelio Castaldo (c. 1460-1537), jurisconsul of Feltre, uniface bronze medal by Antonio Gambello called Camelio, bust left,
63.4mm (cf. Hill 441; Armand I, 115, 5; Toderi/Vannel 608), a very fine early cast taken from a pierced example
£300-500
Ex Astarte VIII, 11 October 2001, lot 109.

600
*Bernardo de' Rossi (1468-1527), Bishop of Treviso and governor of Bologna, bronze medal by a follower of Francia, bust
right wearing biretta and mozzeta, rev., Peace (?) holding a flower, stands in a car drawn by a dragon and an eagle, 65.5mm (Hill 612;
Armand II, 105, 19; Pollard 209 = Kress 187), a very fine contemporary cast with dark patina
£600-800
Ex Astarte VIII, 11 October 2001, lot 14 and Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 81.

601
*Constantine the Great (AD 307-337), bronze medal by Cristoforo di Geremia, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust right, rev.,
Constantine as Pax joining hands with the Church as Concordia; signed on the ground-line CHRISTOPHORVS HIERIMIAE F, 72.4mm (Hill 755;
£2,000-2,500
Armand I, 31, 2; Pollard 241 = Kress 211), plugged above portrait, a very fine contemporary cast, finely patinated
Ex Morton & Eden, 27 June 2006, lot 377 and Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 85.

602
*Giuliano II de' Medici (1478-1516), bronze medal, Roman school (early 16th century), bust left in cap and robes, rev., a female
figure, possibly Florence, reclining against a Medici shield, 86mm (Hill 881; Armand II, 94, 3, note; Pollard 276), tiny piercing outside
border, a very fine early cast in high relief
£1,500-2,000
Ex Morton & Eden, 11 December 2008, lot 257 and Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 99. The medal commemorates
Giuliano being created a patrician of Rome in 1513 and the reverse alludes to his return to Florence in the previous year after the banishment
imposed on the Medici in 1494.

603
*Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499), humanist philosopher, bronze medal in the style of Fiorentino, high relief bust left wearing plain
cap, rev., PLATONE, 54.3mm (cf. Hill 974; Pollard 305), pierced, an extremely fine but late cast with fine chasing to the portrait
£200-300
Ficino, the celebrated renaissance philosopher, produced the first translation into Italian of the works of Plato. The present medal displays differences in the obverse legend to the type recorded by Hill and the reverse lettering is smaller in size and of lower relief.

604

606

608

607

604
*Beatrice Roverella (c. 1510-1575), rectangular bronze medal, Venetian school, bust three-quarters left, rev., ship without sails in
a stormy sea, 61.5 x 58mm (Armand II, 196, 17; Attwood 419; Pollard 576; Toderi/Vannel 1361), a very fine old cast
£200-300
605
Padua, Commodus (AD 177-192), bronze medal by Giovanni da Cavino, laureate bust right, rev., Salus seated, feeding serpent,
40mm (Kress 409; Lawrence 64), cast from a bimetallic original striking, very fine with green patina; in a red leather case with ticket
noting the opinion of Sir John Evans in Dec 1899
£150-200
606
*Orazio Foschi, jurist at Rimini, bronze medal by Domenico Poggini, 1589, bust right, rev., a standing woman giving a casket to a
seated woman who reads a book, 39.8mm (Attwood 826; Armand I, 255, 8; Bargello 384), a very fine contemporary cast with brown
£200-250
patina
Ex Cyril Humphris collection, Sotheby's, 3-4 October 1996, lot 57 and Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 191.

607
*Pope Julius III (1550-1555), silver medal for the Jubilee, 1550, by Alessandro Cesati, called il Grechetto, signed in Latin and Greek,
composed of two thin silver trial strikings set within a heavy bronze circular frame, a prisoner holding his broken fetters stands between
two men; in ex., broken fetters and signed A E, rev., the opening of the Porta Sancta; signed ALEXANDER F, 63mm including frame (cf.
Bargello 539/540 = Toderi/Vannel 2081/2082; Modesti 406/407), about extremely fine and extremely rare, the frame with traces of
removal of a scroll mount
£3,000-4,000
Ex Morton & Eden, 27 June 2006, lot 401 and Stack collection, Morton & Eden, 9 December 2009, lot 199. The Bargello possesses six thin silver strikings of a simar nature to the present piece. They are thought to be trial strikings of medals by Cesati that never went into production.
Vasari himself saw the obverse design of the present medal and remarked on its beauty and rarity.

608
*Florence, Cosimo III de' Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany (1670-1723), uniface bronze medal, 1720, cuirassed bust right wearing mantle and cross of the Order of S. Stefano, 90mm (cf. Vannel & Toderi 155 obv.), pierced outside rim, about extremely fine with
brown patina
£250-300

609
*Florence, Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), celebrated astronomer, bronze medal by Antonio Selvi, bust right in fur-lined gown, rev., personifications of Astronomy and Geometry, 87.3mm (Vannel & Toderi 192), pierced, extremely fine with a dark patina, very rare
£700-1,000
The medal was probably made in 1737 when a monument to Galileo was erected in the church of Santa Croce in Florence.

END OF SALE

Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton &
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers
is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers
displayed in the saleroom and available from
Morton & Eden Ltd.;
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity
Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's
announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton &
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest
in a lot.
2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting
or considering making a bid, including
Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer,
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding
as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale,
including their agent, or executors;
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd.,
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S
2PE, company number 4198353.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
in association with

Sale Title:
Coins, Medals and Plaquettes

(please print clearly or type)

Name
Address

Date:
11 November 2010
Postcode

Please mail or fax to:
Morton & Eden Ltd.
45 Maddox Street
London W1S 2PE
Fax: +44 (0)20 7495 6325
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.

Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name
Expiry Date

Issue No. (debit cards only)

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)
Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are
authorising payment for this sale)

Payment Instructions:

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick ഋ
Sterling Cash
Subject to statutory limits
Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Cheque or Banker’s Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank.
Foreign cheques will not be accepted.
Credit/Debit Card
All credit and non-UK debit card payments are
subject to a surcharge of 3%.
We no longer accept American Express.
Bank Transfer to:
Lloyds TSB Bank plc
10 Hanover Square
London W1S 1HJ
IBAN No:
GB94 LOYD 3093 8401 2112 05
BIC No:
LOYDGB21055
Sort Code:
30-93-84
Account No: 01211205
Account Name: Morton & Eden Ltd.
Please quote your name and invoice number on
the instructions to your bank.
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Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

